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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBlEM AND THE APPROACH USED 
Since the time in the first century A. D. when the 
Christian group became estra~ged from the Synagogue through 
persecution, a breach had continued to widen be.tween Chris-
tianity and Judaism, and ~ached its climax around 135 A. D. 
with the Bar Cochba Messianic claims. The followers of Jesus 
could brook no competitor to the Messiahship which th~y 
claimed for their hero. ''lith the downfall of Bar Cochba the 
chasm continued. From the first, the Christians were extremely 
zealous in evangelistic and missionary activity, always insist-
ing that the Jews had lost their favor with God because of their 
rejection of Jesus as their Messiah. later, during the Spanish 
Inquisition, effort was made to force Jews to become Christians 
on penalty of persecution of the cruelest sort. It seems that 
the Churoh has vacillated between efforts to evangelize the 
Jews wholesale an.d a feeling that the Jews are a lost and 
hopeless people fit only to be scourged from plaoe to place. 
Within the present century an evangelistic movement within the 
Christian Church has manifested itself in a growing interest in 
the winning of the Jews to the Christian faith. Two groups 
have especially shown active concern for the conversion of the 
Jews--the Catholic Church and the Fundamentalist Protestant 
group. Father John M. Oesterreicher, a convert from Judaism, 
tells us that Protestants maintain almost seventy centers and 
Catholics three to win Jews to Christ. He personally has 
received two-hundred twenty into the Catholic Church, and 
declares that it would be a lack of love for the Christian 
1 
not to want to share his peace and bliss with the Jaw. 
2 
David Goldstein, born of Jewish parentage but now a Catholic 
of many years standing, very well sets forth the attitude of 
both Catholics and FUndamentalists toward the Jew, his reli-
gion, and his conversion in his book Jewish Panorama• He 
describes Sargent's mural in the Boston Public Library which 
portrays the Synagogue as fallen and the sceptre broken, while 
the Church holds aloft the Eucharistic Chalice and the Monstrance. 
The Synagogue is represented by an old gray-haired woman, blind-
folded, seated in an attitude of despair on the steps of the 
ruined temple, her crown fallen off and her power gone. This 
he holds to be the true picture of Judaism. When the Legis-
lature, at the instigation of the Jews and others, voted to 
have the mural removed (which action was later rescinded), 
Goldstein says, 
At the time the action impressed us as a denial that 
the sceptre had passed from Judah, that the Aaronic 
priesthood had ceased to function, that the veil in the 
Temple had been rent, that the Temple had bean destroyed, 
that the mission of Judaism had been fulfilled.2 
To him any denial that Judaism's power had passed away seems 
1. "Mission to the Jews," Newsweek, 32t78, December 6, 1948. 
2. Goldstein, JP, 186. 
unthinkable. He continues by declaring that "the Jewish 
~ 1 
religion was God's religion, but it is so no more." The 
3 
reason for the suffering of the Jews as a nation, he says, 
umust be based upon the recognition of the fact that judg-
ment has fallen upon Jewry as a whole. • • • The crucifixion 
. 2 
of Jesus was deicide. u MOreover, . the necessary way for Jews 
3 
to become Christians is by looking on Jesus as a God. 
Jo~ quotes Israel Cohen as saying that at the Inter-
national Missionary Conferences at Budapest and Warsaw, in 
1927, there were represented forty-seven Protestant. societies 
alone, employing seven-hundred twenty-four missionary workers 
at one-hundred sixty-nine stations for the purpose of win-
4 
ning Jews to the Christian Church. 
Eckardt reveals that a Commission on the Christian 
Approach to the Jews of the International Missionary Council 
was set up in 1930, expressing the conviction that "all men 
should accept Jesus as the Christ, and in addition that con-
version should involve membership in• the empiric:al Cor general 
5 ChristiS!V Church. n The C.ommission called for a. Conferenae 
-
on the Approach to the Jews to meet in 1931, with the program 
to put Jesus Christ as Redeemer, supreme Revelation of God, 
and the only adequate way to the spiritua.l life; and declared 
1. Goldstein, JP, 364. 4. Jocz,. JPJC, . 224. 
2. Goldstein, JP, 201. 5. Eckhardt, CCI, 103. 
3. Goldstein, JP, 180. 
4 
that they felt the compe llinE evangelistic purpose to present 
1 
Jesus Christ to the Je\'IS that they might accept him. 
A different attitude has been manifested by more liberal 
Christians, however, and even by an occasional ultra- liberal 
Jew--such as Sholem Asch , that some sort of amalgamation of 
the two faiths might be effected, recognizing and retaining 
the maJor values of both . Jocz goes into detail in setting 
forth the \-Torkings of the Hebrew-Christian movement which 
seeks the winnin13 of Je"t-ta to Christ while they remain Jews 
socially . Some who be long to this movement have not joined 
any Christian church, r etaining their Jewish i dentity , being 
baptised only as a Christian . The lastest conference of the 
movement seems to have been held in Atlantic City , Ne"t-1 Jersey 
in 1931. It is reported that a great deal of discussion took 
place relative to the program of the future , but no action 
2 
resulte d . 
I. THE PROBlEM 
Statement of the Problem. The problem of this study is 
to discover the attitude of Jewry at large toward Jesus . Thi s 
involves a consideration of Jewish op inion of Christianity, 
also , as the two are closely releted in the Jewish mind. Grow• 
in~ out of t he f indings of the investigation a subsidiary 
1. Eckhardt, CCI, 104. 
2 . Jocz , JPJC , 238 . 
5 
interest arises - that of the possibility of an organic union 
of the t\vo faiths . Th e primary field of study lies within the 
area of liberal Judaism in its relat ionship to liberal Ch ris -
t iani.ty . • 
Extent of the dissertation . The purpose of this dlsser-
tation is to set forth the findings of an i nvestigation of the 
~~itin5s and pronouncements of Jewish leaders of all schools 
concerning the person and work of Jesus , in order to arrive 
at an ansvffir to the problem stated above . The problem leads 
us into t hree very definite areas of i nvestigation : (1) the 
place Jesus holds in modern Je,.rish religious thought ; (2) the 
avowed reasons for the continued Jewish re Jection of Jesus and 
the complete separation between Judaism and Christianity ; 
(3) the Jewish attitude toward the possibilit y of a union of 
the t\'TO faiths on some liberal basis . 
mil le the dissertation professes to investigate the 
Jer,ris h attitude to Jesus , it is often fou nd impossible to 
avoid co:;.1 fusing Jesus with Orsanized Christi~uity . Thel"afore , 
the Jewish attitude to the latter must also be taken into 
consideration . In fact , when the question of ultimate accept -
ance or Jesus is considered, it vnll necessarily involve the 
possibility of union between Judaism and Christianity as such . 
Setting of the problem. In beginning our investigation 
1.-1e face '!tTith frank recognition the existence of a g reat chasm 
6 
separating Jew and Christian. Th1s chasm consists of religious 
fanatiasm and tenacity of customs on both aides, so-called 
racial differences, a baseless resentment; and mutual hatre~ 
of long sta11ding, an unbending tradition, and ignorance of· 
the culture and aspirations of each other. The Christian · 
looks upon the Jew as the rejecter and killer of him Whom 
the former holds to be both the Jewish Messiah and the divinely• 
sent redeemer of the world. The Jew, in return, looks upon 
the Christian as the instigator of all Jewish persecution, the 
ghettos, the Spanish Inquisition~ and the infamous stories of 
-
Jewish atrocities and ritual murders of Christians in which 
the blood of Christians was supposed to be mixed with the 
dough of the Passoon bread • . 
Our purpose is the search for any indic.ation of a changing 
and softening Jewish attitude toward Christianity and its 
founder, Jesus; . The place of the Jew in the Christian scheme 
of salvation is always a matter of evangelical interest and 
concern; but our present concern is the place of Jesus in the 
Jewish scheme of religion-. 
The approach used. In the writing of this dissertation 
there will appear a few duplications and overlappings of 
material presented, due to the nature of thePlpeJr.. In seeking 
answers to definite questions the same statement ocaasionally 
applies in more than one i nstance. Where this is necessary 
attention will be called to such repetitions; 
l 
T 
Again, due to the nature of the investigation--that of 
capturing Jewish opinion--it will be necessary to incorporate 
into its content many di~ot quotations from Jewish sources, 
some being rather lengthy. This seems advisable since the . 
mere stating of the general opinion which the investigator 
gains ·from the reference might in some oases be unjust to the 
source, as it is always possible to mininterpret, to under-
state, or to overstate a position or an opinion being cited •. 
It is the intent of this write~; : therefore, to allow the 
Jewish source to speak for itself in most aases • . 
While most of the material drawn upon for Jewish opinion 
is derived firsthand from books and artio~es authored by 
prominent Jews, it has seemed advantageous to utilize the 
writings of two Christian authorities on Jewish thought who 
have brought tog~ther into their respective books a . quite 
wide collection of Jewish opinion bearing on our problem. 
These are (1) The Jew !B9: Christianity by Herbert Danby,, 
- . .. . 
Residentiary Canon of St. George' a Cathedral in Jerusalem, . 
. 
and translator of Klausner's Jesus of Nazareth; and (2) 
Jewish Views of Jesus by Thomas Walker. Both books will be 
more fully discussed in Chapter II •· 
Besides these two collections there have also been 
used the writings of a few other Christian ·authors dealing: 
with their own specific problems. The foremost among these 
writers and more extensively quoted are two converted Jews: 
David Goldstein (a Catholic),. author of Jewish Panorama., and 
/. . 
Jakob Joe~, author of The Jewish People and Jesus Christ~ 
8 
In addition to a careful reading of all the Jewish books 
and artic les that could be obtained which deal at all with 
the subject of Jesus directly or indirectly, personal inter-
views have been held with Rabbi Joseph Klein of Temple Emmanuel 
of i'lorcester, Massachusetts, and with a number of educated 
Jewish laymen in business and professions in Worcester and 
else~1ere. Communication by letter has been carried on with 
a considerable number of rabbis and teachers over the country • . 
Among these are Professor Rabbi Morris Goldstein of California, 
author of Jesus in the Jewish Tradition, Rabbi Harry Richmond 
" . . .. 
of Wichita, Kansas, Doctor Julius Gordon of St . Loui s, 
~assouri, and Doctor Eric I. Lowenthal of Leominster, Massa-
chusetts. 
Twenty-two questionaires were sent out to prominent 
Jewish leaders of the three schools of thought most generally 
recognized-Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform. The question-
naire was both general and specific in its questions to be 
answered. Among the most pertinent questions are the follow-
ing, the answers to which will be mentioned and incorporated 
in later sections: 
I. What are the major sources of pronouncements by Rabbis 
and other Jewish leaders concerning Jesus and Christianity in 
the Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform fields? 
II • . What difference, if any, is observable between 
European and American Jews in their attitude to Jesus? 
III. ''lhat do you consider the major reasons for the 
continued rejection of Jesus and Christianity? 
IV. Is there a seneral differentiation between Jesus 
. . 
and Christianity in the Jewish mind? 
v. Do you feel that there can ever be a unification 
of Judaism with any liberal branch of Christianity? Why? 
9 
While the questions may seem simple, they are basic to 
the investigation, and the answers received have been of 
immense value to the investigator. The results in general •. 
however, were not gratifying. No replies came back from 
Orthodox sources; and although a second letter and question-
naire were sent to the same people, there was still no reply. 
Only fifty percent of the known Conservatives replied. The 
Reform Rabbis and teachers, however, were most gracious and 
prompt, and many offered further assistance if needed. To 
all those who replied this writer owes much to their kindliness~ 
patience, and ready cooperation. 
Those who, in their replies to the questionnaire, con-
tributed valuable information to the investigator are: Rabbi 
Joseph Klein, Worcester, Massachusetts; Rabbi Harry Richmond, 
Wichita, Ka,nsas; Rabbi Morris Goldstein, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia; Doctor Rabbi Julius Gordon, . St • . Louis, Missouri; Doctor 
Rabbi Eric I. Lowenthal, Leominster, Massachusetts; Mr. Jerry 
Cushman, librarian, Salina, Kansas; Herbert c. Zafren, Admin-
istrative Secretary of the library, Hebrew Union College,: 
10 
Cincinnati, Ohio; L:>uis I. Egelson,. Secretary of the Commission 
' . 
on Information about Judaism,, Cincinnati, Ohio. . Others replied, 
but their replies were too brief to be of great assistance. 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE FIELD 
. 
Before attacking the main problem of our investigation, 
it is our purpose to review what has already been done by 
others in the general field of our concern; to discover who 
the recognized spokesmen of the Jewish world are, and what 
authoritative pronouncements, if any, have been made relative 
to our problem; and 1n our oase to distinguish the various 
schools of thought within the Jewish world community. 
I. WHAT HAS AlREADY BEEN DONE 
Apparently, the Jew has not yet become interested in 
what other Jewish thinkers have said about Jesus. This con-
clusion is based both upon the investigator's failure to find 
any extended discussion or compilation of Jewish opinion by 
Jewish writers on the subject, and upon the statement of Rabbi 
Joseph Klein that to his knowledge no suoh attempt had ever 
seriously been made. Only two Jewish investigations have been-
discovered, both minor as to extent. 
The first, an article by Isador Singer in the North 
American Review, in 1910, entitled "The Attitude of the Jews 
1 
Toward Jesus, 11 presents the findings of a questionnaire sent 
out by Rabbi Kohler in 1899 concerning Jesus. He discusses 
1. Singer, art • . N. Am. Rev. 191 (Jan., 1910), 128-132. 
12 
the viewpoints revealed by Kohler (than president of the 
Hebrew Union College at Cincinnat i); Doctor Gustav Gottheil, 
Rabbi of Temple Emanuel, in New York; Doctor Morris Jastrow, 
a Jewish scholar and professor of Semitic languages at the 
University of Pennsylvania; Doctor Max Nordau, a French writer; 
Doctor Theodora Reinach, member of the French Parliament and 
formerly president of the Societe des Etudes Juivas; Jacob H. 
Schiff, an American leader of Judaism, and a great banker and 
philanthropist; Harris Weinstock, an educated Jewish layman--
a liberal-minded, wealthy merchant--who wrote a book entitled,. 
J esus ~ Jew.. Because these men, in each instance, are so 
very unanimous in expressing their appreciation of Jesus and 
his work in glowing terms, the doubt is raised in our minds 
as to whether the pronouncements are truly representative of 
Jewish thought. They would appear to be highly selective, and 
as having no purpose of gaining a genuine over-all evaluation 
of Jesus such as this paper is attempting• . 
The other work is a book by Isaac Landman, Christian ~ 
J!!• · It is a symposium dealing with a better understanding 
between Jews and Christiana; and brings together under one 
cover severa l articles by Jewish leaders dealing with various 
Phases of the general subject. Among the articles in the book· 
three have to do with our immediate problem. They aret 11The 
Horns of the Dilemma" by Claude G. 1-iontefiora, dealing both 
. 
with the Christian persecution of t h e Jaw and with the kinship 
of Judaism and Christianity; · "Calculated Unfriendliness" by 
13 
Stephen s. Wise , dealing with the breaking down of the barriers 
bet we en members of the two faiths; and "Can a Jew and Christian 
Understand Each Other" by Doctor Abram Simon, a rabbi, who points 
out the factors keeping Jews and Christiane apart, and the possi-
bility and way of eradic~ting them. . Landman's symposium, likewise,: 
can scarcely be looked upon as a compilation of Jewish opinion 
about Jesus or Christianity. Rabbi Joseph Klein characterized 
the book to the investigator as being merely a gesture of good-
will, not an attempt . to reveal attitudes. Such an evaluation 
of the book seems justified, in the light of our present effort. 
It seems, therefore, that we must look to those outside: 
the Jewish community for any extensive and critiaal attempt in 
the field. The next two books discussed, and which are exten~ 
eively used in this dissertation, are written by Christian 
churchmen, and bring together a fairly large and varied cross-
section of representative Jewish writers and speakers into a 
sort of synoptic view of Jesus • . 
The first, and by all odds the more valuable and authentia 
book, is The ~ and Christianity by Herbert Danby. In t h is 
work he discusses the point of view of six Jews of the nine-
teenth and early twentieth a.enturies about Jesus. They are 
men who have greatly influenced present-day Jewish thought~ 
The men discussed are (1) Joseph Salvador who wrote inl Paris 
during the second quarter of the eighteenth century, showing 
Jesus to be dependent entirely on Judaism; (2) Abraham Geiger,. 
a~ learned German rabbi who gave three lectures on Jesus, in 
14 
1864, in nearly the same vein as Salvador; (3) Heinrich 
Graetz, who brought out his History of ~ Jews in 1848, hold-
ing Jesus in high regard, but painting a black picture of 
Christianity from Paul's time on; (4) Joseph Jacobs, an 
. 
English Jew, Orthodox, educated and sophisticated, who wrote 
As Others Saw Him irr 1895--a fictitious but generous story o~ 
Jesus, purporting to be by an eyewitness; ( 5) Claude Monte fiore,~ 
mentioned above, a liberal Reform Jew, aa;ti ve in the last deaade 
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, who held Jesus 
in highest regard; and (6) Ahad Ha-Am ("One of the People"), 
- -
whose real nama was Archer Ginzberg,, a modern Jew, living 1m 
~erusalem, who is strongly against any show of a~tive friend-
ship toward Christianity.. Such friendliness as that shown 
by loontefiore he calls little short of denying the very fund&• 
1 
mentals of Judaism, though he does not openly oppose Christianity·• 
Beside these six men, Danby gives a very thorough digest o~ 
Klausner's Jesus of Nazareth, and follows with the reaction to 
the book as expressed by several individuals and publications. 
These include statements from The Jewish ''1orld of December 30,. 
1925, praising Klausner's book; a discussion of Rabbi Stepha~ 
Wise's sermon given before an audience of three thousand a~ 
Christmas time, 1925, in which he pra~sed the book; the commentffi 
of Doctor Aaron Kaminka, an Orthodox· scholar, in Ha-Toren., May, 
-1922, condemning the book; Montefiore's statements of commenda• 
tion and criticism in The Jewish Guardian; ~ ~ (an American 
1. Danby, JC, 81. 
15 
Yiddish paper) in its saathing reply to Wise, December 25,. 
~ 
1925; and,, finally, the devastating comment of The Je\dsh 
Chronicle (English), February 26, 1926, also concerning the 
latter's sermon •. 
The other book mentioned is the Jewish Views of Jesus 
by Thomas Walker, which presents in detail t he Orthodox views 
of Paul Goodman as expre seed in his book, The Synagogue and 
1b! Church, dated 1908; Gerald Friedlander in his book, The 
-Jewish Sources of the Sermon· QU the Mount; the liberal views 
of the above-mentioned Montefiore, as expressed in his book, 
S~ Elements of the Religious Teaching of Jesus According 
to t he Synoptic Gospels, published as the Jowett Lectures for 
1910; Joseph Jacob's book, ~Others ~ tl!m; and Klausner's 
Jesus of Nazareth • . 
These seem to be the only a t tempts made by Jews or by 
Christians of reputable authority to present a generally 
representative collection of Jewish opinion about Jesus • . 
II. JUDAISM'S LACK OF OFFICIAL PRONOUNCEMENTS 
Our attempt to find the Jewish opinion of Jesus:1.'1 the 
modern day will be made more difficult by the fact that, unlike 
Catholicism, with its pope and councils as the authoritative 
voice of the Ohuroh, there is no unified voice of Judaism,. and 
no official spokesman on any subject. This is emphasized by 
Rabbi H. G • . Enelow 'Who declares "It must be stated that there 
16 
1 
is no official attitude of modern Jews to Jesus." No formal 
declaration has ever been made on the subject which professes 
to apeak for all or any school of' Judaism~ Rather, in each 
instance there has been only a personal expression of' opinion. 
While Judaism does not apeak with one authoritative voice,, 
yet it is possible to distinguish three distinct major schools 
of Jewish thought, the followers of' which respectively echo 
certain distinctive viewpoints, generally • . These schools are 
the Orthodox, the Reform, and the Conservative of' which a fuller 
description will be found in section III • . A fourth group should 
be mentioned--Reconstructionism. . The latter, however, cannot . 
be said to constitute an independent school of' thought. Rabbi. 
Klein, men~ioned above, declares that Mordecai Kaplan's Recon-
structionism advocates nothing that Reform Judaism has not. 
already done. While the answers given by each group concerning 
Jesus will be generally distinctive of that school,. we shall 
see that individuals of each major grouping are capable or 
expressing attitudes completely independent of others• of' the 
same group • . For example, we have but to point to the great 
works of Klausner: : Jesus Q! Nazareth and From Jesus to Paul, 
both books being masterpiecss of researCh and thought, and 
extremely fair and friendly representations. Klausner is repute~ 
to be a foremost Orthodox scholar (he is a professor in the Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem), and an ardent Zionist; moreover, he is 
a : friend and f'ollower of Ahad Ha-Am, a strong opponent of Ref'orm,, 
1. Enelow, JVJ, 170. 
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and, as stated above, condemnatory of any conciliatory con-
sideration of Christianity. It was, indeed, a matter of 
greatest concern in Orthodox Jewish circles that Klausner 
should have written as he did about Jesus and Christianity. 
Danby quotes an unnamed writer (whom he declares to be of 
~ 
considerable repute) in Ha-Doar (an American Jewish weekly 
~ ~ - -
paper published in Hebrew), November 19, 1926, who says that 
"It is utterly inconceivable that Ahad Ha-Am should write such 
a . book as that written by his disciple Klausner: to him the 
~ 
mere subject matter would be nauseous." ~Jewish World 
likewise comments on this Orthodox scholar for having written 
such a book ttafter innumerable Jewish generations had come 
2 
and gone w1 thout pronouncing the name of Jesus.!' In other. 
- . 
words, here is a foremost representative of the Orthodox- school 
breaking all precedents in writing so voluminous a book about, 
Jesus. 
On the other hand, as liberal as is the Reform school, 
many leaders of this group, as expressed to the writer by 
Rabbi Klein, feel that such men as Sholem Asch, Ludwig, and 
even MOntefiore oan soaroely be looked upon as expressing 
Jewish views at all. They are "marginal" in their thinking. 
0 3 
This is confirmed concerning MOntefiore by Danby. Aaoh and 
1. Danby, JC, 118 (nbte). 
2 • . Danby, JC, 110 • . 
3. Danby, JC, 79. 
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others who ~Tite popularly for the non-Jewish reading public 
largely, Klein declares, are writing merely what a Christian 
reading public wants to hear, in order that their books may 
become best-sellers. It would a ppear that the criticism 
leve l led at Asch might be true. He was an early disciple of 
Ahad-Ha-Am; but when he discovered that hie. writings were 
being well-reasived by the non-Jewish reading public he decided 
to write:about Jesus, himself~ The result was the naively beau-
tiful book, The Nazarene, which had a phenomenal sale both among 
Jews and Christians. This was followed by The Apostle, and~ • . 
It would be more difficult, however, to aocuse r~ntefiore of 
publicity-hunting. His sincerity in dealing with Jesus and 
Christianity appears too genuine to be a mere play for popu• 
larity among Christia.:os. 
Perhaps the most consistent thinker is the Conservative 
Jew, who neither clings too tenaciously to tradition, unchang~ 
ing and unchangeable, nor expansively goes over to the extreme 
liberal ideas of the Reform group. 
What has been given here at least demonstrates that every 
Jewish thinker is a law unto himself irr his attitude toward 
Jesus. He is bound by no theological dogmas beyond a loyalty 
to the concept of monotheism. Although t h e Law ho lds a central 
position in all Jewish thinking, it is subject to such free·· and 
varied interpretation that what the Law means is dependent upon 
the person or group interpreting it at the given moment. Stinging 
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crit icism from his fellow religionists is his only punishment. 
For that reason the views pre sented in this dissertation can 
be looked upon only as t hose of individual leaders of Jewish 
thought: they cannot be held as speaking for Judaism. They 
may be typical, but they are not authoritative. 
III. SCHOOLS OF H~BREW THOUGHT 
Rabbi Klein, in a conversation with the writer, dealared 
that it is a mistaken notion that there is a sharp c~eavag e 
between the various schools of thought in Judaism in the way 
there is between Christian denominations. One may belong both 
to an Orthodox s ynagogue and hold membership in a Reform Temple. 
Many such Jews attend both types of services, he declared. In 
other ''lords, one may cling to tradition in one area of thought, 
and be a l iberal in another. It is in the light of this informa-
tion that we shall discuss Orthodox, Gbnservative, Reform, and 
Reconstructionist Judaism. 
The Orthodox school is popularly described as that pre-
dominantly large group of Jews--many originally from Eastern 
Europe--who cling stubbornly to the past; who are intolerant 
of all change or deviation from traditional patterns; and who 
" 1 deny that Judaism has ever undergone any sort of development •. 
This is not, however, an accurate characterization of Orthodoxy 
1. Gordie, CJ, 13, 20. 
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of the present day, according to Rabbi Klein. Many changes 
and modi f ications are taking place, , he stated in an interview 
with t he investigator in March, 1951. Among the modifications 
-
seen is the adoption of a late Friday evening worship service 
to accommodate those who find it inconvenient or impossible to 
attend the sundown service. Some Orthodox synagogues are insti-
.. 
tuting English prayers in place of the ancient Hebrew. Another 
interesting innovation is the use of automobiles as a means of 
conveyance to the synagogue~-formerly, the Orthodox Jew walked • . 
~~y Orthodox· Jews neglect or ignore the dietary laws, although 
this is in no way an official procedure. In other words, among 
Orthodox Jews there are both "practicing" and "non-practicing" 
individuals--both being in good standing. 
At any rate~ it is reo·ognized that Orthodoxy is slow to 
make changes. It holds about the same position·· in Judaism 
that Fundamentalism holds in Protestant Christianity. Jocz 
-declares that since Orthodox Judaism is naturally marked by 
the faithful adherence to tradition (and this is generally 
true), its attitude to Jesus is already predetermined for it 
by the fact that in the past c-enturies its attitude was one o~ 
1 
complete silence. We must always keep in our mind~ however, 
the interest shown by Klausner and by Martin Bubar,, both demon-
strating a thorough knowledge of Christian li tera'ture; 
1. Jocz, . JPJC, 111. 
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Among the leaders of Orthodoxy tocray, who are prominent 
writers and scholars, may be mentioned David de Sola Poole 
and Herbert Goldstein, . both of New York, Joseph Lookstein, 
U:Jo June;, Irving Miller, ; and Samuel Rosenblatt.. Earlier in-J 
the century Paul Goodman, Gerald Friedlinder,. and Joseph 
Klausner held the stage. Martin Bubar may also oe listeu, 
although his frank appraisals of Christianity are not in·. keep-
ing with the Orthodox viewpoint, generally, as issaid also of.· 
Klausner's writings • . 
Orthodoxy has two outstanding schools: Yeshiva University 
in New York, and Hebrew Theologiaal College in Chicago. 
~ Reform Schoole Aoc·ording to the Jewish Encyclopedia, 
the Reform movement in its earlier stages was merely a more or 
less thoroughly executed attempt to regulate public worship 
in the direction of beautifying it and rendering it more orderly •. 
The length of services was shortened, and sermons were preached 
in the vernacular. It aimed at the aesthetic regeneration of 
the synagogue liturgy, rather than at the doctrinal readjustment 
1 
of the content of Judaism • . 
Gordie further informs us that Reform Judaism denies the 
nationhood of Israel; and declares that Jews are members of a 
religious seat, with no aspirations for the restoration of 
Palestine as the national homeland of the Jews.. It surrenders 
1. Jew. Enoy., 347. 
completely the ao~ealled binding authority of the traditional 
Jewish law •. The basis of Reform Judaism is found in the·. 
Pittsburg Platform adopted in 1886,. which also laid the; ground• 
1 
work for a new prayer book, , almost entirely in English. . Although 
Gordie is a Conservative Jew, he praises Reform for welcomin~ 
the truths of modern acienaB, thought and beauty; and for having 
helped to bring the Jewish heritage into the mainstream of human 
progress. He declares, however, that Reform Judaism is lacking 
2 
in emotional warmth and intellectual zeal. This, of oourse, 
Reform Jews deny. At least, . Reform Judaism is more in at.ep w1 th 
modern life and ita needs and values, than many of the traditional 
forma of Orthodoxy. 
Reform Judaism boa·ata among ita adherents auoh man as Claude 
G. MOntefiore, , H. G. Enalow, Kaufmanm Kohler, . Ernest Trattner~ 
Iaaae Landman, and Sholem Asch (if the latter may be called 
truly Jewish). 
~ 
The schools of Reform Judaism are two: Hebrew Union College 
in Cincinnati, . and its aasooiata,, The Jewish Institute of Religion 
in New York City . 
Conservative Judaism~ Gordis gives a very brief but pun• 
gent definition of Conservative Judaism,, saying that it is "the 
3 
modern interpretation of traditional Judaism~." In opposition 
1. Gordie, . CJ, 8. 
2. Gordie,. CJ, 14. 
3. Gordie , , CJ, 36 • . 
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to the Reform break with historic Judaism, a small group of 
English-speaking rabbis of traditional sympathies decided to 
create a theological seminary to stand on the program of loyalty 
to traditional Judaism. The school was opened in 1887 and lasted 
for ten years , to be re -opened in 1902, from which time it became 
l 
the center of Conservative Judaism. This movement seeks to 
2) 
restore the flexibility and power of adjustment in Judaism • . 
The goal of Conservatism is stated as loyalty to an evolving 
law, which is the will of God as revea~ed· through the experiences 
3 
of Israel. It feels a strong sense of comradship both with 
Orthodoxy and with Reform; and recognizes that in s pj.te ·· or dif-
ferences, the factors that unite them are far more signifia·ant 
than those that tend to separate them ... -"A basic; faith in God and 
man , a great tradition from the past, and the consciousness of 
4 
a common destiny •. " The purpose is to make the Jewish heritage 
function as a vital and creative factor in human civilization 
as a whole. 
5 
The outstanding representatives of Conservative Judaism or 
those Who have influen~ed ita formation considerably are given 
by Gordie as 'being: Zechariah Frankl ( 1801-1875), a Germa.n 
rabbi and scholar, Solomon Schechter (1847-1915), Ahad Ha-Am 
(1856•1927), a cultural Zionist, Professor Israel Friedlander 
1. Gordie, OJ, 8,. 9. 
2. Gordie, OJ, 20 • . 
3; Gordie, OJ, _ 77• 
4. . Gordie, . CJ, 79 •. 
5~ - Gordie, : CJ, 19. 
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(1876-1920), Doctor L::>uis Ginzbarg (b. 1873), "The greatest 
1 
living scholar in the world", and Professor Mordecai M~. 
2 
Kaplan (b. 1881), now a Reconstructionist. . To t hi s list 
may be added the name of Louis Finkelstein . 
The Reconstruction MOyement~. The Reconstruction move-
ment is the product of t he thinking of Y~rdea.ai M. Kaplan, 
and is set forth admirably in his book entitled, The future 
of the American Jew. Kaplan declares tha t "the traditional 
version of Jewish religion is adequate only for the rapi·dly 
3 
dwindling number of traditionally-minded Jaws~." That versiow, . 
4 
he continues, is unrelated to the needs of contemporary life •. 
The purpose of Reconstructionism is to make religion of· prac• 
t io.al use in the life of the people.. The traditions and sana.ta-
5 
of a religion must be "relevant to the needs of that generation .!' 
~ 
He declares that the Jewish religion shotad "discountenance 
the usa of ritual for the purpose of influencing the course of 
events in oth:er ways than by its influence on the mind and 
6 
heart of the worshipper."" No ritual that is morally or 
' 
esthetically offensive should be retained merely because in 
an earlier state of Israel's culture it was aonnnanded. "We 
must anoouraga the writing of new devotional literature, . prayers,, 
medit.ations, and hymns that express the relig ious experiences 
1. Gordie, CJ, 19. 
2. Gordie, CJ, 16-20. 
3. Kaplan, FAJ, 44~. 
4. . Kaplan, FAJ, 44~ 
5. Kaplan, FAJ, 49~ 
6~. Kaplan,, FAJ, 49. 
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1 
of our generation." Whereas in the old Je"rish religion beliet· 
in God included the physical appearano·es of God, miracles, an 
infallible Torah delivered to MOses, today belief in miracles 
is no longer held, and God is not as he was ~nee thought to be. 
The other-worldly emphasis in religion must go, a.nd the emphasis 
must be placed on making this world a better place i n which to 
live. Likewise, the idea of the Jews as God's "Chosen People!'" 
2 . 
must go. The idea of election is not necessary for survival. 
The purpose of Reconstructionism, . then, appears to be the move-
ment to eliminate or reinterpret those elements of Judaism 
which are not necessary for the best sort of living •. Judaism 
is to become a ftlDotional foroe in human life and endeavor •. 
To date, it seams that Kaplan is the only prominent Jewish 
leader interested 1:n such a movement~. 
It would seam a reasonable question to ask the relative 
influence and strength of the three major sohoola of Judaism •. 
Statistics of 1940 show that out of approximately four thousand 
congregations in this country, 307 are Reform, 275 are Conserva• 
tive, while 3,418 are Orthodox. The numerical strength of eaoh 
respectively may be seen when we discover that the adult member-
3 
ship per congregation averages 250 people.. It would appear 
that the Orthodox viewpoint predominates the stage when cons ider-
ing the Jewish opinion of Jesus~ This, however, is not as true 
1 • . Kaplan, FAJ, 49. 
2. Kaplan, FAJ, 223-2g5. 
3. Gordie, OJ, 79. 
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as the figures make i t seem on first glanoe. Among the Ortho• 
dox Congregations are many members Who rejeot or seriously 
question the old traditional views , and i nsist on modern out~ 
looks • . The present writer has found many of the prominent 
younger Jews of '\'Toroester, Vliohita, and other plaoes , to have 
been from: Orthodox parentage and background, . but who now consider 
themselves to be free-thinkers or liberals i n regard t o t he 
Christian religion and Jesus--while yet, perhaps, retaining 
their membership in some Orthodox synagogue • . 
CHAPTER II I · 
JEWISH OPINION OF JESUS AS A HISTORICAL CHARACTER 
-
Our procedure hare will be to take the wont of the Ortho-
dox Jew first; to move to the extrema and discover what the 
Reform Jew t hinks; and finally to return to the position of 
the Conservative school, , i f there is any difference to be 
found there . Our problem is not to deal with theology at 
this time, but to take the simplest approach for this chapter,, 
i. e., the consideration of Jesus purely as a man, a citizen 
of Palestine, one. of the many artisans and religious e;enuses 
which Palestine has produced through out the centuries • . 
I. THE ORTHODOX OPINION 
As stated previously, frank evaluations of Jesus by Ortho-
dox Jews are not numerous . Rabbi Enelow says that to the old-
fashioned Jew a discussion of Jesus is a forbidden subject •. 
Such a consideration is regarded as a sign of weakness, if not 
of d i sloyalty, particularly if one shows s ymptoms of admiration 
1 
for Jesus. Our attention is again called, also, to the fact 
that as late as 1925 The Jewish World commented on Klausner, , 
as the foremost Orthodox scholar of the time, having writtam 
such a book as his Jesus of Nazareth after innumerable Jewish 
generations had come and gone without pron9uncing the nama of 
2 
Jesus •. 
1. Ene low, JVJ, le . 
2. Danby, JO, 110. 
Muoh of what the Orthodox Jllw thinks of Jesus, then,. 
will need be learned indirectly from such sources as the 
cri tioisms found in Je'\·rish publications about Rabbi Wise's 
-
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se:-mon in whioh he referred to Klausner's book in vary warm 
terms, and launched out into a eulogy of Jesus, himself, . 
calling him a brother Jew • . Wise was bitterly attacked by 
Orthodox Jewry for his remarks .. Goldberg well characterized 
the matter in the title he gave his artiola a bout the sermon 
1 
in Outlook, oalling it .,Rabbi Wise Stirs up a Hornetis Nest.!' ~. 
It was a oase of the old Orthodox Jewish abhorrence of any 
Je w Who dared to turn h is thm.tghts toward Christianity and 
its founder. In the same connecrtion, ~ Tas, an AmerioBD 
Orthodox Yiddish paper, : is quoted by Danby as deolar1Dg in an 
editorial on Deoember 25, 1925 : 
Doe~not Doctor Wise know how much of our blood has 
bean shed for the God whom .he now wants to adopt? Does 
not Dootor ''lise know that t he 1 soul of our. soul' ! ·L:Wise 
had said: 'Shall we not say that t his Jew is soul of 
our soul~ has kept us in burning tonga since the time 
when this 'soul ' was invented? Instead of reading the 
English clergyman's /_Danby' !i/ ·trans.lation of Doctor 
Klausner's book, would it ~ot be advisable that Doctor 
Wise should l ook through the Je'tofish History again?2 
Another quotation by Danby from the English Je~nsh 
. 
Chronicle of February 26, 1926, reveals t he same devastating 
attitude: 
1. Goldberg, art.: Outlook, 142:62, 63. 
2 • . Danby, JC, 113~ -
For a Jew to preach--in any form-.. to Jews on Jesus 
is an abomination, it is 'death' or betrayal of the 
soul. • • the very name of the world-historic phenom-
enon, such as is the figure of Jesus, ought to fill 
the heart of every true Jew with trepidation. Is it 
not for nigh upon twenty centuries that the blood of 
innocent thousands of Je,·rish men, woman and children 
has been, and still is, spilt for Christ's sake?l 
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Again, Danby quotes another caustic comment, this time 
from Ha-Doar, an American Jewish paper published in Hebrew. 
dated November 19, 1926, saying, . 
It is a proof of feebleness in me.ny of our younger 
writers--the obvious pleasure they take in using words 
like 'crucifixion', 'Golgotha', and all that class of 
word • .•• I have always admired Ahad Ha-Am for his dis-
like of Christianity for both ita content and its form. 
It is utterly inconceivable that Ahad Ha-Am should write 
such a book as that ~~itten by his disciple LKlausnei7: 
to him the mere subject matter would be nauseous. We 
have to shut our eyes tight even against the source of 
the matter (innocuous though it may have been originally) 
because of the mass of terrible foulness which it has 
since accumulated owi ns to a fatal confusion ••• If any 
poet of our day, even a Christian, . approaches some . cre-
ative idea and takes Jesus as subject in the oldwf&shioned 
way, it only proves his limited outlook and stuf~ men-
tality. Jesus must never again cross our minds L1talia~ 
in the origina~ . 
Finally, the Orthodox scholar, Doctor Aaron Kaminka, 
writing in Ha-Toren in May, 1922, bitterly dec'lares, 
Primarily we must protest in the name of our faith 
and our clear conscience against this presentation of 
the legendary figure of the founder of the Christian 
faith as the central figure in the events of the time 
of the spreading of the New Testament, and against ex-
alting 'that man 1 on high, and the respect paid to him 
as a lofty ethiaal personality truly fitted for the 
propounding of anew Torah, and to be a 'light to the 
Gentiles'--implying explicitly or implicitly that our 
fathers were smitten wit~ blindness in that they failed 
1. Danby, JC, 113. 
2.. Danby, JC, Note 1, p. 118. 
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to perceive this holy phenomenon and the Messiahship of 
'that man' ••• The whole order of the book, and the pre-
vailing spirit of it, are a truckling and kow-towing to 
the Christian religion and an assertion of great affec-
tion·· for the foggy figure of its founder, a denial of 
the healthy sense of our saintly forefathers, those 
.enthusiastic Hebrews devoted heart and soul to the 
service of the one God, creator of heaven and earth, 
who rejected with loathing those fables and inventions, 
knowing the hero of those stories to have been no more 
than a 'mocker at the words of the wise', 1a seducer and 
beguiler', a hater of the people 1of Israel, and one who sought the nation's destruction. 
It will be noted that this condemnation waslevelled at no less' 
a personage than Klausner, himself, upon the publication of 
-
his Jesus of Nazareth (in Hebrew) in 1922. The critic.ism 
. ~ ~ ... ... . 
reveals clearly the Orthodox attitude to the historic Jesus. 
{When we say "Orthodox", we do not include those, even who 
... 
yet belong to the Orthodox synagogues, but who have largely 
broken with the old viewpoint; The reference is to that yet 
fairly large class which still clings to the traditional 
attitudes in the most faithful fashion. This explanation 
seems necessary in the light of the relaxations and modifica-
tions taking place in Orthodoxy particularly in Ameriaa.) 
Danby declares that some Orthodox Jews attacked Klausner's 
book for bolstering up the superstition that there ever was 
2 
such a person as Jesus. This is an extreme·· attitude, for e-ven 
the Orthodox Jews generally do not question Jesus' actual 
existence. That there are those who do question his historicity, 
1. Danby, JC, 103. 
2. Danby, JC, 102. 
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however, is well attested and illustrated by Georg Brandes in 
his Jesus--A Myth • . Brandes classes the whole story of Jesus 
-
along \'Tith such stories as that of William Tell, whom, he 
declares, never existed at all, and gives evidence for his 
statement. He insists that all that is told of the life and 
person of Jesus is found in other connections, either in the 
Old Testament or i n the Inter-testamentary literature~ . In 
other words, the Jesus story is a sort of piecing together of 
what was already said. of a possible coming person who would 
redee m Israel,- and a building of it into the mythologic-al 
1 
person of Jesus of Nazareth~ . This book is,. to the writer's 
-
knowledge, however, theDnly extended Jewish denial of Jesus' 
existence; and its arguments are not convincing. It is no 
more representative of Je ,.,iah thought, either, than similar 
attempts on the part of free-thinking and ultra-liberal non-
Jews is representative of so-called Gentile t hought . 
Goldberg , in an article in Outlook, confirms the investi-
gator's opinion that Brandes is not representative of any 
JeWish group in his denial of Jesus' existence; . by declaring 
that no Jew ever doubts the existence of Jesus; but he gave 
as the reason for his dec~aration the belief that Jesus is 
2 
mentioned in the Talmud. . Rabbi Goldstein would weaken this 
argument, however , by raising the serious question as to whether 
1. Brandes, JAM, entire book • . 
2. Goldberg, .Art.: Outlook, 142:62, 63 •. January 13, 1926. 
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1 
any mention of Jesus in the Talmud can be maintained. True, 
references are found there which have been thought to be 
applicable to Jesus, but Goldstein devotes chapters I and II 
of his book, Jesus in the Jewish Tradition, to denying each 
specific so ... aalled reference. 
Goldberg, however, in the same article, continued by 
declaring that Orthodox rabbis were indignant, and the Jewish 
press unfavorable concerning Rabbi Wise's sermon mentioned 
2 
above. "Rabbis", he states, "usually do not preach on Jesus.~' 
Trattner confirms this by saying in an article in Scribner's 
that "I have little .recollection of hearing much about Jesus 
until I reached t he higher grades of grammar school." He adds 
in the same connection that Rabbi William s. Friedman, of the 
fashionable synagosue in Denver, spoke often of Jesus--but 
J 
that the Orthodox brethren: did not like it• No one of the 
Jewish faith had ever s poken publioally that way in Denver 
3 
before. He says, again, that the traditional attitude of 
Judaism is one of silence about Jesus; and tells an interest-
ing story out of his ohildhood experiences in the matter~ . One 
day, ~a relates, "an old gentleman "f1th a whitish beal"d gave 
me a sound boxing on the ears tor expressing my approval of a 
4 
rabbi who dared to disouss Jesus in the synagogue~ ." 
1. Goldstein, JJT, Chapters I·, II~ . 
2. Goldberg, ~· · ~·• 62, 63. 
3. Trattner, Art.: Scribners, 87:386. 
4. Trattner, Art.: Soribners, 87:387. 
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Doctor Isador Singer, in writing of the attitude of t he 
Jews toward Jesus, tells us that wh en he was a boy in Moravia 
(c. 1870 ) to have heard t he name of Jesus uttered from the 
synagogue pulpit a Jew "would immediately have left the build-
ing in indignation, and the rabbi would have been summarily 
dismissed. 11 
Klausner, in his Jesus of Na zareth, · discusses the early 
I 
and persistent legend that Jesus was born of an illicit union 
between his mother and a Roman soldier, Pandera, or Pantera; 
2 
but declares it to be unfounded and untrue. Rabbi Goldstein 
in his Jesus in the Jewish Tradition gives a tull discussion 
of t he subject. In at least one passage in Hebre\'T \'Triting 
(the Tosefta), he . declares, Jesus is referred to as "YashuEF· 
3 '· 
ben Pant era 11 , or "Pandera. !t He says, also, t hat Origen 
- - . (c. 248 c. E.) quotes the title from Celsus, Who in turn 
4 
claimed to have gotten it from a Jaw; but oonoludes with 
Origen that the name Pantera referred to a panther, and was 
5 
an ancestral name of Joseph, Jesus' father. . This conclusion 
would tend to disprove the legend1 of Jesus' illegitimate birth, 
which if it were true, wou ld discount Jesus in Jewish estima-
tion. 
1. Singer, Art .: N. Am. Rev., 191:128 •. 
2. Klausner , J N, 232,. 235·~ . 
3. Goldstein, JJT, 32-39· 
4. Goldstein, JJT, 36. 
5. Goldstein, JJT, 39. 
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Gerald Friedlandlfr in his book, The Jewish Sources Q1 
the Sermon 2n the MOunt, quoted by Walker, gives the common 
Orthodox opinion of Jesus, when expressed at all, saying, 
Jesus was no prophet, but rather an apooalypticr: 
dreamer and teacher Who in the course of time applied 
his own teaching to himself and believed himself to be 
the Messiah ••• To the Jew he is disqualified as a pro-
phet since he aousht to altar the MO~aio Law. l . and 
took on himself the authority to forgive sins • . 
It is interesting to note, however , theOrthodorKlausner 
expressing his attitude to Jesus in a far different tone, as 
he declares that "If Jesus had not been a remarkable personality_. 
who did remarkable deeds and spoke remarkable words, he would 
2 
have faded from the memory of his disoiples." 
In another connection, the same author writes almost as 
glowingly of Jesus as any liberal has done. He declares that 
"Jesus is for the Jewish nation a gr eat teacher of morality 
and an artist in parable. He is the moralist for whom in the 
3 
religious life morality counts as everything." \'lith his 
tenderness, gentleness, humility, and kindliness of heart in; 
contrast to a moat violent passion~ concerning his own mission:,. 
4 
Klausner sees Jesus in oharaoter akin to the Prophets . He 
further says that becrause of Jesus' raising t he lighted torah 
. 
of the law of Israel to the Gentiles, "No Jew can, therefore, 
overlook the value of Jesus and his teaching from the point of 
5 
view of universal history.!' 
1. Walker, . JVJ, 36. 
2. Klausner , ~' 261. 
3. Klausner, JN, 414. 
4. Klausner, JN, 410 •. 
5· Klausner, JN, 413~ 
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The references stated above give a quite accurate picture 
of the Ort hodox Jewish attitude toward Jesus. As stated above, 
the Orthodox school generally i gnores the subject entirely 
today as t hey ijava rr.ontinuad to do in the past • . Rabbi Joasph 
Klein confirmed this opinion in the progress of an interview 
which the ~Titer held with him in December, 1950. Any informa-
tion relative to the Orthodox position, he said, will have to 
be gained from occasional indireat reference, or may be sur-
mised from their silence on the matter . In other ~rords , the 
Orthodox Jaw makes very few direct statements that would 
recognize the existence of Jesus as a problem in the world of 
thought or religion. We may sum up the matter by saying that 
the attitude of the Orthodox Jew toward Jesus has bean, and 
still is, one of ignoring him almost completely , if not one 
of actual antagonism and open animosity. This oharaaterization 
does not , of course, include such rare individuals as Klausner, 
who approaches the question very openly and in a most fair manner ; 
1 
as Paul Goodman, who speaks of the charm of Jesus' personality ; 
and Martin Bubar, who calls Jesus the ucrentral Jaw." 
2 
II. THE REFORM EXPRESSION 
When we move from the realm of Orthodoxy into that of 
Reform, we traverse, as it were, the extremes. The Reform 
Jew opens his mind to modern science and modern thought in 
1. Jocz, JPJC, 113. 2~ Jocz, JPJC, 117. 
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~. way that the Orthodox has refused to do • . In so doing, he 
gives free and unrestrained consideration to Christianity 
and its founder, as says Abram Sachar in his book, A History 
1 
of the Jaws. As was noticed previously, , some individuals o:r 
the Rsform group go so far in eulogizing Jesus, and even 
Christianity, that others of the i r group, more temperate in· 
their attitude to Jesus, repudiate them as speaking for Refcrm 
Judaism • . 
We shall hear from as many representative writers as 
possible, allowing them to express themselves in their own ' 
words. While in other connections these same men may offer 
words of caution concerning relations with organized Christianity, 
it is to be noted that all speak in nearly the same vein about. 
the person of Jesus. 
Let Ernest R. Trattner lead off with his almost eulogisti~ 
words in his book, A§. A Jew~ Jesus, saying,, 
There was something in the character of the man that 
was . overwhelming--a flood of measureless and resistless 
attractiveness. Unschooled folk from the common walks 
of life were drawn to him in bonds of personal attach-
ment.2 
nTo me", he adds, "because I am a Jew-this is an amazing thing, 
-for nothing quite like it has ever happened on so large a scale 
y 
in the annals of man~!' He further speaks of Jesus as "the 
~ 4 -
most influential Je-..., the world has ever seen; ." Speaking of 
1. Sachar, HJ, 125 • . 
2. Trattner, AJSJ, ix. 
3. Trattner, AJSJ, x~ 
4. Trattner, AJSJ ,. 1~ 
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his unique pers onality, . Trattner says that without Jesus there 
would have been no Christianity: "Out of his life there 
1 
issued a world religion"-he did not found one purposely • . 
In a little different conne~tion, speaking of Jesus' Sermon 
on the MOunt , he declares that 
There stands out of the Sermon the personality of 
a man that is altogether unique. Any attempt to 
minimize h is towering faith seems to be born of an 
incapacity to realize t~at here was, in the fullest 
sense, a creative soul. 
F~nally, the same writer quotes the late Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch 
as saying 1n a le~ture in Chicago in 1893, that "Jesus was a · 
noble character, that 1n him quivered the fu l lest measure of 
3 
s pirituality.!' 
What has been said above becomes even more interesting 
to us when we realize that Rabbi Trattner is considered one 
of the more truly representative leaders of Reform Judaism •. 
He is not looked upon as belonging to the overly-liberal 
fringe, as is Asch. The same comment may be made concerning 
the next writer to be quoted, H. G. Enelow, who is always 
listed at the top of the roster of the leading Reform Jews. 
In spite of ·our usual belief that Jewish interest in 
J esus is a late development, and certainly it has flowered 
since the turn of the present century, Enslow tells uo that 
the interest of Jews in Jesus was never dead; it may have 
1. Trattner, AJSJ, 94. 
2. Trattner, AJSJ, 94. 
3 · Trattner, AJSJ, 175. 
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1 
been te mporarily misdirea:ted or suppressed by persecu.tion .. 
He declares that the 11 modern Jew realizes the ethical power 
and s piritual beauty of Jesus. In this regard Jesus takes 
his place among the noble teachers of morality and the heroes 
2 
of faith Israel has produced... He adds these fine words: 
"Nor can the modern Jew fail to glory in what Jesus has done 
3 
for the growth of the ethical and spiritual life of humanity~ -" " 
He further asks,, 
\iho Qan compute all that Jesus has meant to 
humanity? The love he has inspired, the solace he 
has given, the good he has engendered, the hope and 
joy he has kindled--all that is unequaled in human 
history • . Among the great and good that the human 
race has p~oduced, none has even approached Jesus 
in universality of appeal and away. He has become 
the most fascinating figure in history~ In him. is 
oombined what is beat and moat mysterioua .and moat. 
enchantins in Israel--the eternal people whose child 
he was. The Jew cannot4help g lorying in what Jesus thus has meant . to the world. 
Aga in, Enelow dec:lares that Jesus has become t he moat 
popular, most studied, moat influential figure in the religious 
history of mankind; and adds, ""i'lb.ether we like it or no, . Jesus 
5 has fascinated mankind. tt 
Speaking ofJ the greatness of Jesus, Enelow says,, 
He was a man of vision, a revealer, a spiritual 
per~eiver and a dreamer, a man who sought to point 
out the eternd things of life~-the things that mean 
moat in the universe. MOre and more he realized the 
insignificance of the outward and the te mporary, and 
1. Enelow, JVJ, 167, 168~ 
2. Enelow, JVJ, 176 •. 
3. Enelow, JVJ, 179. 
4. Enelow, JVJ, 181. 
5. Ene low, JVJ, 4. 
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the supremacy of the s piritual.. And tha t conviction 
and realization he expres sed throush his life and death •• 
That is what made him t h i fascinating figure he has 
fo rmed in human history~. 
And again he adds,, 
The i mportance of Jesus lay in that he gave another 
expression and was another i 11 carnation of that great. 
principle which the Jewish soul at .its best has con-
tinually impressed upon t he world. 2 . 
The consistent praise which these two men give Jesus is 
not the faint kind that damna : it is a genuine appreo1ation 
of h is personality and c ontribution to the reli gious and moral 
world. It will be noted, however, that no reference is made··. 
by either t o any t heological or Messian ic claims made by or 
for Jesus . What we have is an evaluation of Jesus mere ly as 
a fellow Jew. 
Another l eading voice of Reform Judaism is that of 
Professor Max Schoen who declares in the fore word to his recsnt. 
book, The Man Jesus Was, t hat "The writing of t hi s book was 
prompted by reverence for t h e man Jesus and t he conviction that 
in h is spirit and teach ing s lies the only remedy for the numer-
ous af:t'lictions of the present, sooial order •. "'- He adds that 
"Jesu s comes as 
~ 
the i nevitable o.ulmina.tion of that deve lopment 
Lor the religion of Israe]J"~. Ther e had to be a Je BUB • " 4 
When Professor Schoen say·s that it is in his spirit and 
teachings that the remedy for t h e world's afflictions lies , 
1. Enslow, JVJ, 42. 
2 . Enslow, JVJ, 56. 
3 . Schoen, MJW, vii • . 
4. Schoen, MJE, 10~ 
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he is not thinking, . of course , of organized Christianity , but 
of the mi nd and heart of the great Nazarene . We shall not ice 
time after time how the Reform Je ''~ distinguishes between Jesus 
and Christianity . 
Emil ludwig, also in the pre face to his book, ~ ~­
of Man, , g ives the reason fer the writing of h is book as, "My 
aim LJn ~~iting the boo~ is to oonvin oe those who regard the 
personality of Jesus as artifi cially constructed, that he is 
1 
a real andi nt ensely human figure." A little further on he 
adds, "A prophet was to be portrayed, a man greater t han all 
h is contemporaries, and nevertheless unable to cope with t he 
2 
world in to which he had bean born>; -" " The strength of Jesus, 
fo r ludwig, however, lay _ not 1n !lis great teachi ng s and 1Dtal-
laat, but in t he very soul of the man • . He decla res that "The 
kay t o his natura is found, not in his gan~us, but i n his 
3 
human he art • . " ' 
Rabbi Morris Goldstein of Cong regation Sher1th Israel 
of San Francisco, . professor in the Pacific School of Re ligion,. 
and author of t he book, Jesus i n the Jewish Tradition, gave 
his evaluation of Jesus to tha'inveatigator in a letter dated 
Dece mber 28, 1950, as "8. great teacher and an inspir i ng example 
for godly living ~ !' No f iner tribute to Jesus could ha-ve been 
given t h an t his brief statement by so eminent a Jewish writer 
and scholar. 
1. Ludwig, SM, xiv. 
2 • . Ludwig, SM, xiv-xv. 
3• Ludwig, SM. xv. 
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Finally, we c ome to the statements of two ultra-liberal 
Jewish writers--Montefiore and Sholem Asch.. Danby quotes 
Montefiore as saying, in 1894, that Jesus was 
The most important Jew who ever lived, one Who 
exerc:1aed a greater influence upon mankind and 
civilization than any other person, whether within 
the Jewish race or without it •••• A Jew \~oae 
life and charac·ter have been regarded . by almost 
all the best and wisest people who have h~ard or 
read of his actions ani his words, as the greatest 
exemplar of every age~ 
It was this and other statements of Montefiore which promoted 
Ahad Ha-Am to declare that Montefiore and other like him show 
. . 
not merely an innocent Jewish apprec.iat1on of Jesus, but are-; 
caasins to be Jewish and are already half assimilated to 
2 
Christianity~ . The critic speaks, .. of course, not from: the. 
Reform point of view, but from that of a conservative Con-
servativeL 
Sholem Asch refers to Jesus as "this incomprehensible 
-
personality, which has become for the entire Christia~ world 
3 
the symbol of the coming of the Messiah •. " He continues by 
declaring that 11his utterances rank w1 th those of the Psalm-
1st and the Prophets as the highest achievement of the Jewish 
4 
gen1us.!'n FUrther he adds that "Jesus of Nazareth was not:. 
~ -
merel.y a rabbi o:r his time; had he been he wo'uld have been 
1. Danby , JC, 79. 
2. Danby, JC, 82 •. 
3 . Asch l'IIB, 104 •. 
4. Asch WI B, 106. 
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1 
nothing more.!' And, fina l ly, he declares that "He was no longer 
a rebel against a petrified· law in the name of a higher la\'r; he 
2 
was a rebuilder of the law." ·~ 
.... 
Doctor Jose ph Silverman, in an essay entitled, The Jewish 
- . 
Conce ntion £f Jesus, read before the Free Religious Association 
of America, at Boston, ~~ssachusetts , May 31, 1901, ·calls Jesus 
the second Mo sea. He adds, "tal~ing him all in all, he must 
have been a man of great religious fervor, of strong independent 
3 
cha racte r , o f sterling purity of mind and heart~. Finally, . h~ 
concludes by declaring that the Jeww never hated or ~altreatea 
Jesus, but that 11they could only have admired and loved a man 
so gent le, . so pure-minded, so self-sac~ificing, so humble~ . 
4 
He was as meek as Moses.!' · 
Abram Sachar expresses one of the truly great statements 
.. 
concerning the i mportance of Jesus in his History of the Jews, 
saying that "His [:!esus},J. career was destined to change the 
history of the world more profoundly than that of any other 
5 
single i ndividual who ever lived.!' :: Of course, these words 
... 
could be elicited from any honest person, regardless of his 
personal attitude toward Jesus, but from the pen of Sachar 
they are words of high appreciation • . 
As seen from the above statements and quotations, the 
almost unanimous Reform opinion of Jesus is one of highest 
1. Asch, \·'liB, 106. 
2. Asch, WIB, . 109. 
3. . Silverman, JCJ, . 5. 
4. Silverman, JCJ, _ 7 •. 
5. Sachar, HJ, 124 • . 
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esteem. This does not, as ment i onea previously, inolude any 
estimate of Jesus from a theologiaal viewpoint. i'lhatever has 
been given here bears only upon a consideration of Jesus as a 
man and religious geni.us who lived in Galilee--not as thEP. Chrts"t. 
as the later Church por~rayed him • . 
III. THE CONSERVATIVE OPINION 
While in many respects the Conservative school of Judaism 
is considerably less liberal than is t h e Reform branch, yet in, 
ita opinion of Jesus as expressed by one of its leading thinkers, 
Rabbi Louis Finkelstein, there is no perceptible difference • . 
He dec lara s tha 11·. 
It is, therefore, a customary observance with me 
that t he man of Nazareth wrought a double kindness to 
the world: On the one hand he supported the Torah of 
MDses ••• On the other hand, . he brought much . good to 
the Gentiles ••• . for he forbade idol-worship and 
removed the image-deities, and he held the people 
responsible for the seven commandments • . •• . He sought 
to perfect them with ethical qualities thatl!ara much 
harder even than those of the Law of Moses • . 1 
The Reconstruction Movement of MOrdecai Kaplan is so 
recent in its inception that no one follo'\'ring its trends· 
has spoken concerning Jesus, therefore we can make no repre• 
sentation as to the opinion or attitude which it may develop. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The true Orthodox Je w avoids all mention or consideration 
of Jesus--but his reticence is due to t he long centuries of' 
1. Finkelstein, RD, 32, 33~. 
persecution which the Christian Church has waged against Jewry. 
In America, particularly, and in some parts of Western Europe~ 
where favorable conditions have existed for some generations~ 
Reform is replacing Orthodoxy. The Reform Jew has never known, 
or has forgotten the ghetto and Christian cruelties. It is 
clearly seen that, as mentioned above by Enslow, persecution 
has bean the chief, ifnot the only reason why Orthodox Jews 
have bean silent about Jesus; and Why Reform Jews are so out-
spoken in their recognition and praise of Jesus. The liberal 
Jewish opinion of the latter is universally favorable; and as 
Orthodoxy yields more and more to the banish influence of 
American democracy, ita adherents take a gro,nng and not un-
friendly cognizance of Jesus as a Jew. The future, if it 
remains as favo rable to the Jew as it i s today, will likely 
see a disappearance of the Orthodox reticence in the pre sence 
of a discussi on of the Nazarene •. 
1. Enslow, JVJ, 167, 168 . 
OHilPrER IV 
THE JEWISHNESS OF JESUS 
It may be noted that those Jews who have spoken or written 
of Jesus in terms of appreciation have done so because they saw 
him to have been a fa1thfUl representative of Judaism~ . This 
makes clearer the reason for the friendly expressions which we-
continue to hear concerning Jesus by modern Jewish leaders and 
writers. 
Conversely, when 1~ find an Orthodox expression deprecating 
and maligning Jesus, it is likely because that Jew sees not the 
Jewish Jesus, but the un-Jewish Christ of the Church, and vie":rs 
him as being an enemy to all that Judaism has always held dear •. 
It was such a Je"\'T, Kaminka (discussed earlier in this paper)~ 
who protested against exalting 'that man' on high, and against 
the respect paid to him as a lofty ethical personality 'truly 
fitted for the propounding of a ne't'l Torah', and to be a 1 11e:;ht 
to the Gentiles'--wnich Klausner had done, he declared, in his 
Jesus of Nazareth~- The reason for this scathing denunciation-
of Klausner and the Jesus he \'II'ote about was , as we noted above, 
that he saw· Jesus a.s one who was not Jewish, but who was a 
'mocker of the wise' , 'a seducer and beguiler' ,, and a hater of 
-
the people of Israel, and one who sought the nation's destruc• 
tion. 1 
1. Danby, JC, 103~ 
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If the relationship of Jesus to the religion of his nation 
is so important in a Jewish evaluation of his person and his 
teachings, it is i'lall for us to exami ne just what men have said 
about that relationship. Except for Klausner and a few others 
of his broad sympathies, the Orthodox Jew follows in Kaminka's 
train, and repudiates Jesus as having been a loyal and devout 
adherent and teacher of Judaism.. With great inte re st, ho~~ver~ 
we discover that almost to a man Reform Jaws see Jesus as being 
entirely Jewish, and true to the Torah. Sometimes he is so 
c·losely identified with his milieu that his uniqueness and 
orig inality as a teacher are lost sight of. 
One even so friendly to t111 ·Christian faith as is Monte flora 
is quoted by Danby as saying· that 11To each individual striking 
utterance of Jesus it is likely enough that a good parallel 
1 
c:an be found in the Rabbinic literature~" · The same man 
(Montefiore) in an article in the Hibbert Journal decrlares 
that Jesus had little original to say to the Jaws, and that 
2 
they could have gotten along without him. 
Danby, again , . o·arrias us back to 1838, in his book, The 
-~ ~ Christianity,. and lets us hear Joseph Salvador say in 
Paris that Jesus l aid down no original precepts; that all he 
taught is to be found in the Old Testament; and that the Sermo~ 
on the ~fuunt is taken from Ecclesiasticus. In the same oonneo-
tion Danby points to Abraham Geiger in Germany, wno said 1n 
1. Danby, JC, 80 • . 
2. Montef'iora, . Art.: !:!.!.£• l21!!:•, 10:771, July, 1912 •. 
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1864 that Jesus had no original ideas; that he taught nothing 
1 
contrary to the Pharisees , 
The weightier evidence, however, is on the more positive 
side. Asch declares that Jesus gained his following, not . 
through any other thing· than- "the claim that he holds in his 
hand the authority of the Messiah, given to him ~ his father 
2 
in heaven.·~ (The idea of the Messiah is definitely Jewish) • 
Danby brings us another quotation,. this time from Joseph Jacobs, 
an English Orthodox Jew, as saying that Jesus was the most Jewish 
3 
of all Jews. Jacobs was one of the few Orthodox Jews who, as 
early as 1895, had recognized the fundamental Jewish character 
of Jesus, and expressed it, as quoted here by Danby, in his 
book, As Others Saw Him, . 
The Orthodox Klausner, in his liberal manner, was very 
out-spoken in his portrayal of Jesus as being truly Jewish,. 
He declared that "Jesus remained steadfast to the old Torah : 
to his dying day he continued to observe the ceremonial laws 
4 
like a true Pharisaic Jew;" and he reiterates further on that 
It .. 5 Jesus was a Jew and a Jew he remained till his last breath,. 
- -In combating the idea that Jesus was the son of a Roman Soldier 
who had illicit relations with Mary, a Jewish woman,~ Klausner 
declares that 
1. Danby, _ JC, 70-72 • . 
2. Asch, 'fiB, 112, 
3. Danby, JC, 76 •. 
4. Klausner, JN, 275. 
5 • . Klausner, JN, 368, 
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There is not the slight'est hint in tm·Gospela 
that Gentile blood flo,'l9d in Jesus' veins• •• It is, . 
therefore, manifest that Jesus was a true Jew of 
Jewish family ••• There could be no stronger proof 
of his Jewishness than his essentially Jewish ahar-
acter and manner of life.l 
Finally, Julius Wellhausen , in his Einleitun~ in die drei 
ersten Evan~elien, is quoted by Klausner as saying that 
Jesus was not a Christian: he was a Jew. He did 
not preach a new faith, but taught men to do the will 
of God; and in his opinion, as a~so in that of the Jews, 
the will of God was to be found in the Law of MOses and 
in the other books of Scripture~2 
In the same tone, Sachar declared that "The martyred 
prophet lived and died a Je"'• At no time during his ministry .... 
3 
had he any intention of separating himself from his people • . " 
Solomon Zeitlin 1 s '\'lOrd is the same, also, as he declares in1 
. 
his Who Crucified Jesus? that "Jesus was born a Jew and died 
a Jew. Throughout his entire ministry he preached his doc.trines 
4 
and ideas to no people other than his own, the Jewish •. " 
In an article in North American Review in 1910, Singer 
avows that today one often hea:ra synagogue sermons eulogizing: 
Jesus; and that 
Nobody except a few Pharisaic followers of the nec-
Romantic school of Judaism, thinks in earnest of pro-
tasting against claiming, : with soma dogmatic reserva-
tions, of course, Jeshua ben Joseph as one of the 
noblest twigs of the old branch of Judah.5 
1. Klausner, JN, 233 . 
2. Klausner, JN, 363. 
3 . Saohar, HJ, 133• 
4. Ze 1 t lin, \'ICJ, 180. 
5 . Singer, Art.: N .Am.Rey., 
191:128, 129. 
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I n the article Singer quotes Rabbi Kohler as saying that 
1 
Jesus "was one of the best and truest sons of the Synagogue •. " 
And again, he quotes Doctor Morris Jastrow as declaring that 
"From the historical point of view, Jesus is to be regarded 
2 
as a d i rect successor of the Hebrew Prophets •. " 
.... 
Still quoting from Singer's article, Doctor Max Nordau,; 
- .. 
a French Jew, goes even farther i n describing the Jewishness 
of Jesus in most enthusiastic terms, saying that 
Jesus is soul of our soul, as he is flesh of our 
flesh. Who, then, would think of excluding him from 
the people of Isarel? , •• Putting aside the Messianic 
mission, this man is ours.. He honors our race, and we 
claim him as ,.re claim the Gospels--flowers of Jewish 
literature, and only Jewish~3 
Another Frenchman, Doctor Theoldore Reinach, also quoted 
in the same article, writes in like terms of Jesus, saying that _ 
Although we know very little with certa,inty con-
cerning t he li fe and teaching of Christ,, we know 
enough of him to believe that, in morals as well as 
in theology, he was the heir and continuator of the 
old prophets of Israel, There is no neces sary gap 
between Israe l . and Jesus~~ 
Final ly, Harris Weinstock, an educated liberal Jewish lay -
man, i s quoted by Singer as saying in his book, Jesys the Jew,, 
that 
1. 
2. 
~= s. 
The progressive Jew looks upon the Nazarene as one 
of Israel's great teachers, wl10 had a potent influence 
on civilization, whose words and deeds have left an 
undying imprint upon the hu.man mind. • • No Jewish 
education can be complete that does not embody within 
it a comprehensive knowledge of Jesus t he Jew, His l i fe, 
His teachings and the causes whi ch led to his death~> 
Singer, Art .: li· Am. ~ .. 191:129. Singer, Art.: N. Am . Rev., 191 : 130. 
Singer, Art,: N' . Am, rieV. , 191 : 131. 
Sin~er, Art.: N. Aiii. Rev., 191:1~1. Singer, Art.: N. Aiii . Rev., 191 : 1 1, 132 • . 
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Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, in an article entitled, "The Life 
and Te a chings of Jesus the J e w", declared t hat Jesus wa;, ,not 
1 
only a .. Jew, but he was the Jew: the J ew of Jews. . He again 
refe rs to Jesus as the "elder brother" of the Jews , and s tates 
that 11 l'1e accept Jesus for what he was, not for that which Chris-
tianity has mistakenly sought to make him--a:. Jewish teacher, a . 
2 
prophe t 1n Israel." The author, i n the same article, adds a 
significant comment, saying t hat "Neither Christian protest 
3 
nor Jewish l amentation can annul the fact that Jesus was a Jew." 
There has , indeed, been both protest and lamentation !. 
Ernest Trattner affirms that Je sus is "th e most influential 
4 
Jew the worl d has ever. s1en"; while Sholem Asch declares that. 
"Every t hing that afterwards be cam~ the 'Sinai ' of the Christiana 
was J .ewish in character, in signi f icance, and in form ... ?. 
I n a pamphlet, ent i tled Judaism and Unitarian ism, one in 
the "Popular Studies i n Judaism'' series , Rabbi Abraham Feldman 
says of Jesus' Je-vrish background that "What he taught we learned 
where he learned it, and long before he did," and adds that 
Judaism does not see in Jesus an unusual or extra -
ordinary being . Whatever Je sus gave to the \'TOrld he 
gave of that which i s ' the heritage of the Congregation 
of J acob'. He has g iven nothing that he did not f i nd in~ 
the storehouses of I srael,. and therefore, whatever the 
world may think of him, ~ Lita.lios in the ori ginal7 see 
in him just one of the great galaxy of loyal sons of 
Israel which has enriched mankind. 
1. Wi se , Art .: Out look, 104:295. 
2. \Use, Art .: Outlook, 104:296. 
3. Wise, Art.: Outlook, 104:295~ 
4 . Trattner, AJSJ, 1. 
5. Asch, WIB, 121. 
6. Feldman, J U, 7• 
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In fact, so Jewish was Jesus, that Feldman can say: "Stripped 
of the pagan elements that were added later, the human Jesus 
s poke as he lived, that is, as a Je"Vl. We fee 1 that \'Te speak 
1 
through him." While Feldman holds Jesus in high esteem, he 
can yet say that "so far a s Israel is concerned, and so far as 
the religion of Israel is concerned, these are complete "'trithout. 
2 
Jesus.'! 
Walker, in his book, Jawi'¢l Views of Jesus, quotas Paul 
Goodman , an Orthodox Jew, as say i ng that Christian morality 
is Jewish, and was proclaimed by the Prophets much earlier than 
Jesus . "With all the unstinted admiration and high respect '\'19 
ought justly to entertain for the ethic·s of Christ," he avers, 
3 
"it is to the Jews that it owes its existence and moral fora,-a ." ' 
Goodman further states that Jesus was a Jew who felt it laid 
on him to proclaim such a new era to be at hand as the ancient 
Hebrew Prophet s had foretold. c·ontinuihg , he says that 
The charm of his personality has sent its rays 
all over t he world, and infused countless hearts ,..,ith 
the s p irit and love and self- sacrifice •.•• yet the 
roots4of thelife and thought lie entirely in Jewish soil • . 
Jesus, he warns, added no important original element to the 
religious and moral assets of the Jews . 
1. Feldman , JU, 6, 7• 3. Walker, JVJ, 25. 
2. Feldman , JU, 8 . 4. Walker, J VJ, 25. 
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In an attempt to prove t he Je wishness of J esus, Enslow 
sets forth t hose characteristics '\"lhich, taken together, demon• 
stra ta conclusively that he was a Jew of the truest sort. In 
the ennumeration he says tha t Jesu s was born a Jew, and was 
always conscious of his Jewish des.cent. He regarded himself 
as sent to teach and help his own people, . recognizing the 
spiritual distinction of the Jewish people . He loved them,: 
was loyal t o them in ever y way , even t hough, in the ve in of 
the true prophets, he criticised them for their spiritual slow-
nes s and blindness. He was t ypica l of the great Jewish teachers: 
1 
teaching love, justice , goodness, purity, holiness.. Je-sus, a.s 
were the :Prophets be fore him, was ready to perish for his idea-ls,. 
2 
teachings, and be lie fa. . He quoted from the Jewish scriptures,, 
particularly in the great crises of his life; and expressed a 
3 
gentle feeling for Jerusalem. ~esus did what the Prophets had 
done: he gave a fresh interpretation of the laws governing the 
s piritual life, . a fresh message concerning the meaning and the 
purpose of religion; a new illumination of the sense and the 
objective of the old law and of t he old prophetic utterances. 
4 
Here lay his genius and originality . . He was entirely Jewish~ 
CONCLUSI ON 
Beyond the few who cling to the tradi tional aversion to 
Jesus, and therefore refuse to . se e anything in him that relates 
1. , Ene lo,.,, _ JVJ, 38 . 
2. Enslow, JVJ, . 6o • . 
3. Enelow, JVJ, . 13. 
4. Enelow, JVJ, 18. 
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him to the stream of Judaism, the general opinion of Jewish 
thinkers is that Jesus was not only Jewish i.n life and teach ings, 
but so Jewish that nothing unique or unusual appeared in him •. 
So far as the problem of our consideration is concerned--
which is the possibility of ultimate fusion of the two faiths--
this opinion works two ways. On the one hand, the faat t hat 
Jesus is so intimately a part of the Jewish tradition causes 
the continual rejec.tion of' him to seem unreasoning and illogical--
a matter of sheer stubbornness.. On· the otqer hand, since Jesus 
is so Jewish, and not at all unique in What he was and offered~ 
the common attitude is one of' questioning the value of formally 
acce pting Jesus as Christianity presents him. . To aoa~pt him is 
to accept Christianity; and that in turn, even today, means 
breaking with the age-old customs and traditions of' one's fathers--
the Jewish people--all for nothing. The Jaws already possess in 
their scriptures and writings all t hat Jesus taught; and what is 
not Jewish about him is not wanted. Under the circumstances, 
the only apparent hope for organic: union is for Christianity to 
surrender all the non-Jewish, and therefore, non-essential accre-
tions added to the person and work of Jesus by the later Church, 
rather t han ask ing Judaism to surrender any of its traditions. 
CHAPTER V 
THE JE\1/ISH EVAWATION OF JESUS AS A TEACHER 
The investigation in the above chapter reveals to us 
the opi nion which the Jew holds concerning Je su a, purely as 
a his tori cal character. It must be borne in mind, however, 
that the mean ing of Jesus for t he Jew does not lie in his 
being a divine personage or the Me ssiah, as it doe s for most 
Christians; but it lies in him as being a teacher. This 
evaluation is baaed, necessarily, upon his teachings as 
recorded i n the Ne w Testament . Actually, therefore, When a 
Jew expresses an opinion of Jesus, he is t hinking of the 
moral and spiritual pronouncements made by him to his dis-
ciples and others about h i m. In order for us to grasp the 
full significance of Jewish opinion of Jesus, then , we need 
to hear what Jews say about his teach i ngs. That is the pur• 
pose of t h is present chapter. 
When we seek the Orthodox Jewish eva luation of the teach-
ings of Jesus, we discover, l argely, the same result as we did 
when we sought an opinion concerning his pers on--silence. By 
many individuals the matter is not mentioned pro or con, much 
less discussed with the end -in view of expressing an opinion . 
Of this extre me group the nearest repre sentative opinion is 
perhaps that expressed by Kaminka in regard to Klausner ' s book, 
Jesus of Nazareth . As we pointed out before , Kaminka, with 
his entirely antagonistic attitude, did not regard Jesus as a 
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valid Jewish teacher, but as an upstart , a malevo lent beguiler 
1 
away from the truth and from obedience t o t he Torah. It is 
not to be e xpected that we should f ind an interest among these 
Jews in disCtlSSing the teach ings of such a charact er . It must 
be emphasized that we must ta~e t h is , however, as being repre-
sentative of only the most sternly and most traditionally 
Orthodox. 
It is only fair and desir able that we hear from an Ort ho -
dox Je \'r of the mor e liberal type--Klausner . In this writer we 
have two distinct, even opposing eval uations g iven . In the 
first place , he declares that 11 In hi s ethical oode there is a 
sublimity , a distinctiveness and orig inality in form unpar-
alleled i n any other Hebrew ethical code , " and opines that 
I f ever the day should coms and t hls ethical code 
be stripped of its wrappings of miracles and mysticsm, 
the Book of the Et hics of Jesus '\'Till be one of the 
choicest treasures in the literature of Israel for 
all time . 2 
Klausner adds that "Jesus is , for t he Jewish nation, a e;reat 
3 
teacher of morality , and an artist in parable ." These \'lords 
are certain l y in s reat contrast to those of Kaminka . 
On the other hand, ho\\"S Ver, in '\'Tords almost in the vein 
of those uttered by Kaminka, Klausner declares that he sees 
in Jesus an i mpracticabil ity that would ennervate and destroy 
Judaism. His real criticism is that Jesus' teach i ng s are too 
other- worldly, whereas t h e Jews were intense ly interested in 
1 . Danby , JC, 103 . 
2 . Klausner, JN, 414. 
3 . Klausner, JN, 414. 
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l 
this present 1-10rld of today . His teach ings \'Tere completely 
detached from this 1-rorld and ita problems; and it was this 
very detachment t hat Klausner sees as Jesus 1 do\'mfall. Whi le 
2 
the "main strength of Jesus lay in his ethical teachi ng , 11 he 
declares , 11he both annulled Judaism as the Life force of the 
3 
Jewish nation , and also the nation itself as a nat ion ." He 
adds that 11 Both the instinct for national se lf-preservation 
and the cleaving to the great humanitarian ideal, emphatically 
demanded that Judaism reject this ethica l t each in g , severed as 
4 
it became from the national life ." His interest in the '\'torld 
to come seemed to cause Jesus to adopt a negative attitude to 
this \'IOrld, espec i ally to the political ideals of his own nation , 
5 
avers Klausner . Though he thinks that J esus ' teachings sur-
passed even those of Hill e l i n ethical ideals, and that Jesus 
concerned himself more with ethica l teaching than did the gre at 
6 
Hill el, yet "his teachine; has not proved possible in pract ice.!' 
In fact, Kl ausner declares Jesus ' teachings to be so extreme 
that only those interested wholly in relig ion can be intere sted 
in them, "whi l e the re at of manki nd pursue a mam1er of life that 
7 
is wholly sec'Jlar or even pagan . 11 Moreover, Klausner felt that 
-
the teachings of Jesus contained a kernal of opposition to 
l. Kl ausner, JN, 393 . 
2 . Klausner, J N, 381. 
3 · Klausner, J N, 390. 
4 . Klausner, JN, 391 •. 
5. Klausner, JN, 393 •. 
6 . Klau sner, J N, 397. 
7. Klausner, J N, 393 . 
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Judaism, itself ; and insisted that had it not done so, "Paul 
oould never in the name of Jesus have set aside the ceremonial 
1 
laws, and broken through the barri ers of national Judaism.~· 
' Klausner's criticism demands a little inspection, itself. 
Apparently , he conceived of the teachings of Jesus as being 
a body of beautiful moral and spiritual ideals, but as being 
so impractical that it would have meant the end of Judaism 
to have adopted them for the nation. I n other words, love 
and self-remanciation are opposed to nationalism--Which exists 
in a "Torld of people and nations '!JThich are not idealists. I t 
would seem that he had forgotten, for the time, the fate , in 
70 A. D., of that nation so soon after it rejected the "imprac,.. 
tical" teach ings of Jesus, and chose nationalism as its religion. 
Had the Jewish leaders been content that their's should be a -
nation of prayer and good- wi ll, as the teachings of Jesus would 
have led them, and have given up the attempt at regaining 
national sovereignty and political greatness , the history of 
the Jews might have been far different from ,.,hat it was through 
the last two milleni a . If Klausner saw Jesus ' teachings to 
be so i mpractical that their adoption would have meant the end 
of Judaism, he evidently closed his eyes to the fact that the ir 
rejection did not s ave the nation from almost complete eclipse 
within perhaps forty years. Let us see what other Jews have to 
say about those teachings, however. 
1. Klausner, JN, 369. 
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Sholem Asch declares, apart from any reference to the 
political situation, that "the vast majority of them [the Jews 
in Americ~ recognize the authenticity of the authority of 
1 
Jesu s" as coming from God. Asoh accords him h igh rank as a 
Jewish teacher, averring that his teachings are incomplete 
accord with the men of l earning of his time, and adds that 
"His utterances rank with those of the Psalmist and the prophets 
2 
as the highs at achievement of the Jewish genius . !' 
Enelow does not go quite as far as does Asch in praising 
the teachings of Jesus, but neither does he adversely criticize 
them. He sees Jesus's teachings as entirely harmless--the ~rork 
of.amysti~, and declares : 
Arose Jesus with his Gospel of gentleness, of love, 
of a dreamy detachment from the material worl d, with 
his affirmation of the supremacy of spiritual institutions , 
discernments, and devotions . "3 
-I t is difficult , ho_wever, not to recognize that Ene l ow sees 
the same fault in Jesus that Klausner saw- -that of an extreme 
other~worldliness; although he echoes no criticism of it . He 
says that Jesus 
Stood for prophetic religion as against mechanical 
relj_gion, for a s piritual and not a material faith ; he 
stood4for Je,'lish my at icism rather than for Jewish poli-tics. 
Then he adds these words: 
1. Asch, 1/IIB, 101. 
2 . Asch, viiB, 106. 
3 . Enslow, JVJ, 31. 
4. Enslow, JVJ, 92 . 
No student of the words of Jesus can possibly hold 
him responsible for such application or construction 
of his utterances as1led to ths excision of his name from Jewish history . 
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He declares t hat Jesus 
Did What the prophets had done : he gave a fresh 
interpre.tation of the laws goYerning the spiritual 
life, a fresh message concerning the meaning and the 
purpose of religion , a new i l lum1nation of the sense 
and the objective of the old law and of the old pro-
phetical utterances .2 
In the same vein, still recognizing the pure s pirituality 
of his teach ings, Kohler is quote d by Singer as declaring that, 
Jesus, the living man, the teacher and practiser of 
the tenderest love for God and man, the paragon of piety , 
humility and self-surrender, whose very failings were 
born of overflowing goodne ss and sympathy with the afflicted, 
the Jews had no cause to reject . 3 
He thought Jesus to be more than an ordinary teacher and healer 
of men : that he went to the very core of religion and laid bare 
4 
the depths o f the human soul. 
that 
From the same souro·e, Jaatro"iJ is quoted by Singer as averring 
From the historical point of viel<t, Jesus is to be 
regarded as a direct successor of the Hebre"' prophets . 
His teachings are synonymous with the highest spiritual 
aspirations of the human race.5 
And further, Singer quotes Weinstock as sayinG t hat, 
The progressive Jel<t looks upon the Nazarene as one 
of Israel's great teachers, vmo had a potent influence 
on civilization, whose \rords and deeds have left an 
undying i mprint upon the human mind .6 
1. Ene lo"r, JVJ, 165. 
2. Ene low, JVJ, 17. 
3. Singer, Art .: N. Am. Rev • . 191:129 . 
4 . Singer, Art.: N. Am. Rev. 191:129. 
5· Singer, . Art.~ N. Am. Rev. 191:130 . 
6 . Sin8er, Art .: N. Am. Rev. 191:131 . 
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Finally, Graetz, in his Popula r History of ~ Jews, 
declares that \'that Jesus lacked in kno'\'lledge was co mpensated 
for by h is greatne ss of sou l . "He must have bean d istingu ished 
by a profound earnestnes s and by the sanctity of h i s life, 11 is 
1 
h is word for it. 
CO~TCLUSION 
Apparently , as '\>Te noted from Asch's statement, most Je\'16 
hold the teach ings of Jesu s in high regard so far as their be auty,, 
their sincerity , and their s pirituality are concerned. However, . 
not only Klausner, but all the Ja11s who have commented on the 
tea ching s feel that they are too ethereal and too negative of 
life t o be acce ptable and applicable to the Jewish strugg le for 
existence. While, as we have bean informed previously , Judaism 
contains i n its scriptures and writings all that Jesus taught,. 
he carried the matter to an i mpractical extreme. Such criticism, 
of course, is not limited to JewiBh spokesmen . l~ny Christiana 
have long felt and said essentially the same t h ing. Soma have 
held Jesu s' teach i ng s to be based on an "interim athio·"--meant 
for a limited few (his followers) and only for that preparation 
period between his death and the final consummation of all thinss. 
Others, ~ithout so muoh rationalization, merely ignore t he actual 
application of the ethioa. On the one hand, then , the attitude 
t o Jesus' teach inss is growins to baoome an almost mutual one 
between liberal Je~1 and liberal Christians . At first glimpse, 
it \'rould appear that at least one barrier to union is be ins · 
circumvented, if not elimi nated . However, we must see, on the 
1. Asch , \fiB, 101. 
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other hand, a persistent and serious difference. For the 
Christian it is doctrinely necessary for him to the teachi ngs, 
nominally, alon8 with the divine person of the Christ. If the 
two are i nextricably bound up together, the J ew is at once 
excluded. To the latter, Jesus and his teachings are both 
merely mat t ers of admiration. For the Jew to make any overt. 
-
acceptance of the teach ings of Jesus, then, awaits the willing-
ness of the Christ i an Church to dissociate the ethi c of Jesus 
from all doctrinal associations . 
CHAPTER VI 
DIFFEREJ\TT IATION OF JESUS FROM CHRISTIANITY I N JE~1ISH OPINION' 
Christianity, with its doctrines built around the Christ-
figure, is both unintelligible and revolting to the Jewish 
mind. If this were all that the Church could offer the Jewish 
world, all hopes of eventual unity or even of a consideration 
of Jesus would be blighted ere the y blossomed. The saving 
element, howe ver, is that most modern Jews see a distinct differ• 
ence between the man Jesus (the Jesus of History ) and the Chris t 
of Christianity • 
.As we saw before, the Jesus of History is a Je,rlsh figure--
one t hat can be understood and appreciated. While some Ortho-
dox Jews, so Joe~ tells us, hold t hat Jesus and Christian ity 
are so closely related that to accept one is to accept the 
1 
other, the weight of evidence is on the side of those who see 
Jesus as being distinct from Christianity. Jocz assures us 
that t he "Je'\'Tish effort is directed to rec laimi ng Jesus , the 
Jew, from the Gent ile Church, and t o reinstating him to a place 
of honor in Jewish history ; 11 but t his fact does not sign ify any 
tendency to formal acceptance of Jesus in the Christian mannex; he 
warns us, for "It must ... be n3membered that Jelrish interest in Jews 
has little sp:1r1tual and no reJ1gious signtfioance. The lfrlole emphasis 
l. Joc z, JPJC, 8 . 
1 
is upon the historical Jesus," he avers . He, then, quotes 
Gosta Lindeskog as declaring that "The Christ of the Church, 
who owes his existence to Greek philosophy and Jewish apoca-
lyptic speculations, bas nothing in common with the gr eat 
2 
Nazarene . " 
Abram Simon tells us that 11 \fu.at certain Jewish leaders 
objected to at that LJasus~ ti~e, and what they later orr 
refused to accept, was the coalescence of Jesus, the man, with 
3 
Christ, the Divlne Atonement ." 
Klausner, too, saw the distinction--which many other Ortho-
dox Jaws failed to see--and believed it to be in the mind of 
Jesus, also. He declared that 
So far was Jesus from teaching the 4ogma which later 
arose - -that he was the Son of God and one of the three: 
~rsons in the Godhead--that when someone hailed him as 
Good l-hster', Jesus replied, "Why oall.lest thou me good? 
There is none good save one: God . "4 
~ 
This statement, purported to be authentic, is doubly significant 
since it is found in all three of the Synoptic gospels. ~fuile 
t he wording is different in Mat thew, Mark and Luke give it as 
Klausner quotesit; and Major, in The Mission and Message of 
Jesus, holds that Mark' s is the original form, and that it is 
5 
authentic. Klausner says again that it is most obvious that 
6 
Je sua neve·r regarded himself as God, nor did he regard himself 
1. Jocz, JPJC, 7, 8. 
2 . Jocz , JPJC, 7, 8. 
3· Landman, CJ, 247 . 
4. Klausner, JN, 364. 
5. Major, MMJ, 130. 
6 . Klausner, JN, 377• 
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as Son of God i n the later Trinitarian sense . He points out 
that 
Judaism does not associate the Hessiah with the God-
head, nor attribute to the Messiah a dec i ding role in 
the day of redemption : Judaism knows nothing of redemp-
t ion t hrough an intermediary or intercessor between God 
a nd man . The Jews , as a who le, could not , there f ore , 
acce pt Je sua ; ho'\'Tbe i t , Jesus himself being as he 't'ras a 
Jew, d i d not regard himself as God nor t hink of himself 
as a sacrificial ransom. l 
In this statement Klausner was , '"ithout do ubt , right . The 
whole Chrieto logy of the Church wou l d have been repugnant to 
a good Jew- -which Jesus must have been . 
Trattner, likewise , after saying that Jesus was the mo st 
2 
influential Jew the '\'lorl d has ever seen , proc eeds to declare 
that 
The supernatural Jesus of the Gospels is a dated 
figure . He is the product of the first century A. D., 
when the pagan world be l ieved in savior gods, virgin 
births, incarnations, healing miracles and atoning 
effects of sacrificial blood . Marvels are told of him 
i n the language of t hat pe riod . 3 
The n he adds t hat 
The divi nity of Jesus- -by which is meant his deity-
ah i p--,,.till alway s strike the Jew as i llogical . It was 
He i nrich Heine , I believe , '\'lho said that it would be 
forever impossible for Israe l t o embrace Chri st ianity , 
i f for no other reason than the utter impossibility of 
getting one J e'\'t to believe that another Je'\'r was divine •. 4 
Then Trattner adds this significant statement : 
I have long been convinced that Jews of the t~~ntieth cgntury 
posses s an admiration for the personality of Jesus which is 
utterly unrelated to the dogma of Christ as expre s sed in the 
ponderous t heo logies of t he historica l churches of Chri s tendom. ? 
Thi s declaration is confirmed by Voorsan~er, Who say s 
1. Klausner, J N, 406. 4 . Trattner, AJSJ, 179. 
2 . Tr attner, AJSJ , 94. 5 . Trattner, AJSJ, 386. 
3 . Trattner, AJSJ, 156 . 
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that, shorn of all theological attributes, "The majestic 
character and fi gure of the Nazarene are intelligible enough 
1 
to a Hebrew." Feldman, too, says, as noted a-bove, that . 
"Stripped of the pagan elements that were added later, the 
. 2 
human Jesus spoke as he lived, tha·t is, as a Jew." · Enslow 
-
adds his word in this connection, sayins that "Jesus may have 
been a great teacher, but he was not the Messiah, nor did he 
3 
bring about the happy state hi s people expected." He continues 
by sayins that the Jews do not find it possible to accept him 
as the Me ssiah, for the ideas associated with the I•Iessiah --v1ere 
4 
not fulfilled by Jesus, nor have t h ey been as yet; but tha~ 
the modern Jew realizes the "ethical power and s p iritual beauty" 
of Jesus he is sure, and that he is given his place "among the 
noble teachers of morality and heroes of faith Israel has pro-
5 
duced." As stated previously, he declares that the modern Je--v-r 
cannot fail to "glory in what Jesus has done for the growth of 
6 
the ethical and spiritual life of humanity ." 
Rabbi 1'lise thinks that the Christian doctrines built around 
Jesus could have resulted only from i gnoring of soma of Jesus• ~ 
own specific teachings, and significantly states that 
We may reclaim Jesus as our o"Vm and yet reject the 
dogmatic teaching s of Christianity originate by Paul 
and later developed and elaborated into the Christian 
1. Voorsanger, Art.: Overland Monthly, 23:32. 
2. Feldman, JU, 6. 
3. Enslow, FI, 88, 89. 
4. Ens lo"Vr, JVJ, 172. 
5. Enslow, JVJ, 176. 
6. Enslow, JVJ, 179. 
scheme 1through the abatement of certain teachings of Jesus. 
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Danby tells us that Heinrich Gr aetz, in 1848, in writing 
. 
his History of the Jews, had high regard for Jesus, but painted 
2 
a black picture of Christianity from Paul on. 
The statement of ludwig in the preface to his book, Son 
of Man, fits into this group of pronouncements very signific-antly , : 
also. He declares that his purpose in writing is to deal only 
with "Jesus", and that he has not a vrord to say about "Christ. 11 
"The author, .tt ·rhe says, "does not meddle with theology; that 
~ - 3 
arose later, and he does not pretend to understand 1 t." 
/ .. 
"Jesus' Christianity, " states Nada.ge Dorea,, "consists not 
... 
in church persecution, routine forms and senile dogmas , but in1 
deeds of self-sacrifice and love--these show the heart's-alle-
4 
glance to the rEJlig ion of Jesus. 11 She freely reckons Jesus 
5 
as on a par with Moses . In the same vein Rabbi Abraham L. 
Feinberg, in an address in Denver in 1939, set forth the pre• 
vailing modern Jewish attitude in clear terms when he said: 
6 
"Jesus we accept, but Christ never." And Rabbi Joseph Silver-
man avers that 
\that the Jews rejected and still reject is the 
Jesus of Dogma, the Jesus of the Christian Church,. 
the so-called Me as iah . of the \'lor ld, . the alleged Son 
of God 1.·1ho died to save mankind. Such a doctrine 
1 . Wise, Art.: Outlook, 104:296. 
2. Danby, JC, 3. 
3. ludwig, SM, xii. 
/ 4. Dor~e, JC, . 56. 
5· Dorea, JC, 90 . 128 •. 
6. . Fe in berg , J N, 7. 
was and is contrary to the teachings of Judaism and 
therefore can never be accepted by Israel.l 
CONCLUSION 
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Contrary to the traditional Orthodox vie wpoint , that 
Jesus and Christianity are inseparable , the majority of mode rn 
Jews distinguish Jesus from the Christ of dogma, and admire 
him as a great Jewish personalit y and teacher, apart from any 
consideration or admiration for Christianity . 
We must not be misled by t his, howe ver, into thinking 
that Js,.,ish thought has ma·terially changed toward the Church. 
As long aa the Church cling s to i ta dogmas about the Christ , 
the Virgin Birt~, Atonement by t he Croa~ and the Massiahship 
of Jesus , and continues to insist that the Church alone holds 
the keys to God ' a kin13dom and favcr, the Jewish \'torld will 
show no conside ration f or t he Church . ThE! Jewish concern 
is for Jesus the Jew, only . Him, they hold in high regard--
but only as a man. 
1. Silverman, JCJ , 8 . 
CHAPTER VII 
THE JEWISH EVALUATION OF CHRISTIANITY 
As we have seen, most modern Jews, whether Orthodox or 
liberal, recognize that the Jesus of History and the Christ 
of Faith are not one and the same figure; and today , free l y 
discuss Je s us, the Jewish teacher, as distinct from the 
relig ion built up around his name and person . It must be 
borne in mind, ho\'rever, that i n t h e Christian mind, at lea,at, 
in order to accept J esus, the Je "' will necessarily have to 
enter the fold of the Christian Church- -if the Christian dogma 
i s to be satisfied. In the last analysis ,, then, if the Jew 
thinks serious ly of accepting Jesus as his spiritual and 
ethical leader he must also t hink in te rms of accepting Chris-
tianity. Even the Hebrew- Christian Alliance, which allows the 
Je wish Christian to remain culturally a member of h i s original 
group, demands acquiescence in the Christian dogmas of baptism, 
public confession of Christ ' s saviorhood and deityship; and as 
Jocz tells us , leads usually to the jo i ning of the church in 
1 
which the Jew was baptised. Since any movement of the Jew 
toward Jesus requires a cons ideration of Christianity, there-
fore, it behooves us to investigate \'lhat the Je\-r thinks of 
Christ i anity . 
The answer to the above probl em comes in a four-fold 
form, each aide of which is recogn ized by all Jews as being 
1. Jocz , JPJC, Chapter VI, 201-261. 
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a valid approach, but which different schools of Hebre~r thought 
emphasize variously: (1) Christianity is a Greek-Pagan religion 
which has deified Jesus; elevating, thereby, a man to the posi-
tion of God . It ~~s built up a scheme of redeemer-god, the 
approach to whom is through something similar to the r~ystery 
religions. This part of Christianity the Jew of any school 
categorically rejects. (2) Christianity represents that 
large group of people (Gentiles) who persecute the Jew for 
religious reasons . (3) Christianity is a class of people who 
profess in word to foll0'\'1 Jesus, but who in fact deny him and 
all that he stood for . (4) Christianity is a movement whi ch 
expresses and carries Jesus' teachings-- '\'mich are Jewish--to 
the Genti le world; and thereby , in spite of its theologies a~d 
Christologies, spreads the ethics of Judaism throughout the 
world . This the Jew holds to be a good t h ing •. Let us take 
up these approaches in t he order as given above . 
I. CHRISTIANITY AS A GREEK- PAGAN RELIGION 
Trattner declares that early Christian theology prevented 
1 
the Jews from properly appraisi ng Jesus and His teachings •. 
He continues by saying that the Council of Nicea deified Jesus 
2 
which to the Jew is illogical and blasphemy. His dating of 
the deification of Jesus is wrong, for the process started far 
earlier- -even by the time the Fourth Gospel was written . . The 
1. Trattner, Art.: 
2 . Trattner, Art . : 
Scribners 87:391. 
Scribners 87:392. 
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fact , however, remains that it was the deification pro~ss 
which made the Christian Jesus utterly unacceptable to the 
Jew. Voorsanger insists that Christianity was essentially 
Jewish, but when "the infusion of Greek philosophy and Egyptian 
1 
gnosticism" came into it, "·the Jew drew back in affright ." He,, 
too, mentions the deification of Jesus, and declares, as did 
2 
Trattner, that it was unintelligible to them; and adds that 
3 
"the dogmas of Christianity are still unintelligible to us." 
Danby quotes Ahad Ha-Am as insisting that Christianity 
denies the three most fundamental characteristics of Judaism: 
(1) Judaism puts the good of society first , while Christianity 
thinks only of the individual; (2) Judaism wants no veneration 
of a human being, ''lhich Christianity puts to the forefront; 
( 3) in Judaism the eth ical basis is absolute just ice, '>~hila 
4 
in Christianity it is asceticism. Ahad Ha-Am can be excused 
for being an opponent of Christianity, but no man is excusable 
for being unfair in his pronouncements about the thing he dis-
likes. What he has done is to pick out the unfavorable aspect s 
of the Christian religion--which are almost negligible today--
and sets them up as being the prime characteristics of our 
religion. He fails to recognize both the "Social Gospel" , with 
i ta insistence upon social justice and welfare, and the great 
institutions engendered by the Church for the good of society •. 
1. . Voorsanger, Art . : 
2 . Voorsanger, Art .: 
3· Voorsanger, Art .: 
4. Danby, JC, 82 . 
Overland Mont~ly, 23:30 . 
Overland ¥1011thl y, 23 :30 • . 
Overland ~1onthly,, 23 :32. 
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Once , perhaps , the individual and his salvation was most i mportant ; 
but not so today . Nor, at leas t for the Protestant Christian 
8roup, i s asceticism looked upon as being the real ethical basi s 
of religion--rather, it is service . Perhaps it is an i gnorance 
of the spirit and aims of Christianit y which ho l ds the Je 1~ aloo f , 
rather than an actual difference of teaching and practice . 
Zeitlin quotes Kohler as say1t1g in his J ei'Tish Theology that 
Judaism differs from Christianity on three points , also, namely : 
(1 ) in Christiani ty , articles of faith formulated by the founders 
and heads of the Church are t he conditions of salvation, while 
Judaism does not kn ow salvation by faith inthe sense of Paul ; 
(2) Christian t heology rests on a formula of con fession , the 
sybolum of the apostolic church, which alone mak es one a Christian, 
while Judais m ha s no such formula of con fession which renders 
a Jew a Jew; and (3) 
Creed is the sine qua non of the Christian Church : 
to disavow is to out oneself loose from membership 
i n the Church . Judaism is quite different : the Jew 
is born into the fait h and even after renunciation he 
is considered an apostate Je "t'l. Dogma is not h eld by 
J ews . l. 
"~i le t h is statement is an expression of Jewish op i n i on , 
and that is , after all, what "Vte are after, yet we cannot let 
it go by 't·Ti thout challenge . The emphasis is placed upon dogma, 
which sa ems to mean the ""ork of the later Church . Apparently , 
Koh l er has not read his history carefUlly ; for tha break 
1 . Ze itlin, DW, 71, 72 . 
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betvreen Judaism and Christianity took place before do~ma can 
be s aid to have existed. It '"ould seem that in the early 
Church , while ce r tain be lie fs about Jesus i'tere being propagated, 
true, the whole matter was in too much of a state of mere sermon 
kernels to have been crysta.lized into dogma . It \'la s at t h is 
very time that the break took p l ace . If Grayzel is correct, as 
pointed out above , the complete b reak was effected by t he attitude 
of the Christians at the time of the Bar Kochba revolt in 135 
1 
A. D. \fa cannot , hovtever, overlook the fact that these Je\'rish 
writers are attempting to make a case against Christian ity on 
the bas is of its non-Je '\Irish theology . Their point is we 11 taken, 
even if their data is a bit inaccurate . 
II. CHRISTIA1~TY AS THOSE WHO PERSECUTE JEWS 
Rabbi Stephen S. ~, ''ise, though very friendly to Jesus, 
declares that 
Through the centuries it has been a lmost impossible 
for a Jew to bring himse l f calmly and judicially to 
consider anythin g connected with the life and teachings 
of Jesus , whose name has been made one of terror to his 
people because of the cruelly unjust attitude of Chris- 2 t endom to'\'i'ards Israel for nearly nineteen hundred years • . 
''lise adds in the same paragraph that 
Durins the centuries ••• an ofttimes Chriat l esa Chris-
tendom has made it i mpossible for the Jew to look upon 
Jesus as a Jewish teaoher .3 
1. Grayzel, HJ, 212 . 
2 . Wise ,, Art .: Outlook 104:296. 
3 · Wise , Art .: Outlook 104 : 296 . 
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Trattnar declares that persecution of the Jews by Chris-
tians caused them to be silent about Jesus in whose name t hey 
wero persecuted. "Lying in a pool of blood", he says, "they 
. 1 
nursed their '\'rounds--in silence , 11 then adds that the ghet to 
2 
Jews are es pecially silent about Jesus . In another connection, 
Trattner makes a most interesting observation that "Yet , even 
today it makes all the difference in the world in his attitude 
toward Jesus whether a Jew was born in the ghetto or outside of 
3 
it . " The memory of the ghetto causes "many a rabbi in America 
today frankly to admit that it is the over\~elming wish of his 
4 
congr egation that no mention be made of Jesus from the pulpi t ." 
Voorsangar points out that to save the soul of the pagan 
the Christian Church threw him to the wild beasts and forced 
Je,•rs into ghettos ; so, "the Jews remained • • • only total 
5 
strangers to the doctrine of a church which persecuted them. " 
I t is not certain what he means when he speaks of throwing 
pagans to the wild beasts, for there is no record that the 
Christian Church aver did such a thing • . The perae"Outions and 
tortures of the Spanish Inquisition are understandable , but 
these he does not mention . However, we know the Church did 
force the Jews into ghettos, and this is the part in \mich we 
1 . Tr attner, Art . : Scribners 87:388. 
2. Trattner, .Art . : Scribners 87:390. 
3· Trattner, AJSJ , 174. 
4. Trattner, AJBJ, 174. 
s. Voorsanger, Art .: Overland l-1on t h1y 23 : 3 2 • 
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are interested. The same writer declares that 11had Christianity 
remained the downtrodden and oppres s ed sect it was i n t he time 
of the Roman emperors the probabilit i es are that a fusion 
1 
betvJeen Jews and Christians would have been effected. 11 This 
statement, too , has a peculiar ring . He apparently forgets 
t hat the Jaws waged the first era of persecution against the 
Christians ; and at no time under the Roman emperors was there 
any ·indication that the Jews desired to un i te with the Christians . 
The statement, from the same artic l e , is also diffi cult to 
understand, when he states that "Ttfuen Christianity beca me a 
a:: 
Greek povTer it became a Gr eek me.ster" and persecuted the Jews •. 
Apparently he means that when the Chur-ch broke wit h Judaism it 
became a Greek religion ; but there is no sense in which it 
be came a "Greek power" or a "Greek master". I t did, of course , 
persecute the Jews; and t hat may have been caused by the Greek 
turn to Christian theology which made Jesus a deity . We shall 
let it go as a Jewish position taken in regard to Jesus, although 
it is, in some respects , a false one . In this dissertation we 
cannot hope to change the Je-..'lish mind--we can only record it •. 
It is w·i t h the sa perversions of the truth, ho'l're ver, that we must 
deal i n seeking to effect some sort of unity bet-...reenthe two faiths. 
They do, indeed, form real obstacles to progress . 
1. 
2 . 
Voorsanger; Art .: 
Voorsanger, Art .: 
Overland Monthly 23 :31 . 
Overland :Monthly 23 :31. 
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Even Asch can declare that "at an early date , "YThen Chris-
tianity beca!Ila a militant poY'rer, the official Church began to 
persecute the Jews, so that a f irey wall vraa erected betl'Teen 
1 
the two faiths . 11 Danby , too, i nsists that the Jei•T is still 
repelled by Christian institutions and dosma , for they repre-
2 
sent for the Je"Vl the persecution and murder of fellow Jews. 
It is averred by Enslow, also , that persecution of JevTS 
3 
by Christians crea.ted anta8onism to Jesus among the Jews. 
While he declares that Jeivish curi.osity about Jesus was never 
dead, he insists that it was 
Thwarted and directed i nto host ile channe ls by those 
untoi<~ard conditions which ware responsible for the grad-
uel e limination of Jesus from the history of his ovm 
people : on the one hanc, by the ideas about Jesus, that 
were taken over from non - Jewish sources and finally 
triumphed over the Jewish ideas; ~nd on the other hand, 
by the perse cution of the Jei'TS on·the part of the people 
that called themselves :follovters of Jesus ••• It was 
thus that the Jetre ' natura l i nterest in Jesus was either 
suppressed or misdirected.~ 
Fina lly, Rabbi Abraham L. Reinberg phrases it thus, saying 
that he does not use the word " Christ 11 because 
The term is such a deep chal lenge to my sub- con-
scious mi nd , so closely bound u p 11ith the past experi-
ence o:f my people , so i n carnadined with the blood of 
my forefathers vTho died in countless ghettos and in 
countless forms of torture because t hey i'Tould not accept 
the ' Christ ' , that I find it difficult even at this late 
date , to utter i t at' all with equanimity.S 
1 . Asch, \fi B, 145. 
2 . Danby , JC , 101. 
3 . Enslow, JVJ, 164. 
4. Enslow, JVJ, 168. 
5. Feinberg , JN, 4. 
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Christianity , then, seems to be identified with t hat 
group of people who call themselves Christians, and wao have 
been, and still are to an extent, the perpetrators of all 
sorts of i ndi gnities and even persecutions against the Jew. 
To the Jew this is a serious identity . 
III. CHRI STIANITY SEEN AS THOSE \ffiO PROFESS TO 
FOLLO\·{ JESUS I N \'lORD, BUT DENY HI M I N FACT . 
Danby tells us that one of the charges against Klausner ' s 
Jes!a§.. of Nazareth \'laS that "the time is not yet ripe: as lo11g 
as the adherents of Christ do not a ccept the teachings of Jesus 
1 
the Jews must be silent ." This came from an American Zionist 
publication, he tells us without naming t he paper . 
J astrow, quoted by Singer, declares that wnile the Jews 
have be en accused of rejecting J esus, the Christians have not 
2 
follo wed h is teachings , either. . This is echoed by many Jewish 
/ 
writers . The entire book of Nadage Dorea, Jesus' Christianity, 
is built on the idea that the failure of the Christians to follow 
Jesus' teaching s is t hat which has resulted in the persecution 
of the Jews. Only by repentance and regeneration can the Chris-
3 
tians become worthy followers of Jesus, she thinks . Freely are 
4 5 
used by her the words "mock Christians," "leprous Christians," 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
Danby, JC, 104. 
Singer, Art .: N. Am . Rev. 191:130. 
Dorea , JC , 89 . 
Dorea, JC, 57. 
I Dorea , JC, 67. 
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1 
"would- be Christ ian a, 11 "Christ leas 
2 
Christians," and "Chris-
~ . 3 
tian monsters " (the persecutors) . 
that 
She concludes by saying 
The religion of the future--the religion when Chris-
tianity shall have awakened from its long nightmare of 
greed, sa lfishness and persecution,. to a higher plane of 
consciousness , the r eligion that ~bee s and Jesus preach-
ed -v1ill not be formal, but slmple. I t will be the re-
ligion of love and deeds , whi ch will speak to the heart 
of the common people , so that they will hear gladly . ~ 
I It a ppears that Miss Dorea pretty well sums up the attitude 
of many Jews to Christianity--as those who profess to follow the 
Nazarene , but who ~ail to do so in actual deed. She, and others 
who e cho her sentiments, are not altogether wrong, of course. 
Much of Christianity has placed a far greater premium on the 
accepta nce of proper credal be lie fs and points of view than upon 
the following the Sermon on the MOunt . There is r oom for such 
an opi nion of what constitutes t he Christian movement •. 
IV. CHRISTIANITY A.S A T•fOVEMENT FULFILLING 
THE MISSION OF JUDAISM. 
There is a gr owing number of Jews who l ook upon Ohris-
tlanity as a movement s o closely akin to Judaism that the t wo 
faiths work together in carrying the ethical teachings of Judaism 
out i nto tl1a pagan world . In that way, . they feel close bonds of 
friendship and common purpose binding them to t heir sister reli gion • . 
1. 
2 . 
/ Dor~e, JC, 87. 
Dorea , JC, 88 . 3· 4. 
/ Dorea, JC, 63 . 
Dorea, JC, 128 . 
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This admission , ho~~Tever, m,..1st not be pressed too far : it is 
not a bid for union. 
Asch declares that 
If · men speak today of a Christian civilization, I, 
a JevT, feel myself a part of it. I ts course has been 
devious . o o but for all that , its spirit was drawn from 
the sources vThi ch feed my soul. It "V-Ias given by the 
God of Israel to my forefathers, it was warmed by the 
fires of my prophets , and pai d for by our t housand 
years of pain; ald therefore it is blood of my blood, 
bone of my bone . 
In another place he sees Christ i anity as a means of carrying 
2 
Judaistio ideals and religion to the . Gentiles . "Through the 
body of Jesus," he says, nPaul brought to the Gentile \'rorld 
- 3 
the s pirit of the God of Israel . .. He continues: "Through 
Jesus the Gent i les were vredded to Judais m. 0 0 Judaism and 
Christianity stood together under the bridal canopy , tt 'and no 
matter the bitter quarre 1 between the m, "The marriage has not 
4 
bean broken off . It cannot be . tt "It is not Judaism and 
Christianity \'Thich represent t\'10 separate authorities;" he 
i nsists, "They stand under a single authority issued in separate 
forms . They are founded on the same principles and derive from 
5 
one source , which is God ." Asch climaxes his fine statement 
about Christia-nity with these \'lOrds: 111\'ho soever stretches out 
his hand against it Christianity stretches out his hand against 
6 
the sanctities of my soul." 
1 . Asch, ~ITB, 135, 136 . 
2 . Asch, WIB, 68 . 
3 . Asch, vviB, 121 •. 
4 . Asch, \VIE, 121, 122. 
5 . Asch, WIB, 181. 
6. Asch, WIB, 136 . 
Enslow informs us that 
Eve n in the Middle Ages, Jewish te a cher s \<Tere not 
wanting \-lho , '-'Tith Ma i monides, pointed out the merits 
of Chris tianity as a divine factor i n spreadin~ the 
idea ls of religion and morality in the wor ld. l 
Landman , also , has a quotat ion here from MOntefiore \mich 
s pae.ks along the same line : "Christ ian ethical ideals are 
closely a kin to , as they are indubitabl y based upon and 
developed fro m, Je '\'rish ethic a 1 ideals . Christian Theism is 
2 
near akin to Je'\'rish The ism. 11 
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Voorsanger, after hi s inaccurate statement9 above , 
expr e::; s ed his o1m feeling toward Christianit y i n these 1-rords : 
11 Re spect and reverence I , as a believing Jei'l, s ladly y1e ld to 
Chris tian ity , a system that I ~~lly understand as a reli e ion , 
3 
but f ail to c omprehend as a t h eolog y . " 11The dogma s of Chris-
- 4 
t .ianity are still unintelligible to us, " he con cludes . 
Jooz , i n his The Je~,.,ish Peop l e and J e sus Christ , hao a 
short s ect ion on the Je\'rish vie w c oncerning t he Church . I n it 
he declare s that "Traditional Judaism looked upon Christ ianity 
5 
as it looked u pon Mol1amme danism, as an error." Be cause of t he 
attitude of the Christian Church to Jesus--d6ifying him--Trypho 
accused the Christians of \-To r shipping a man . . The a tti tude of 
the Church toward the Law confir med t he Jewish view t h at 
1. Enslow, JVJ, 164. 
2 . Landman , CJ , 142. 
3 . Voorsanger, Art. : 
4. Voorsanger, Art .: 
5. Jooz, JPJC, 315. 
6 • . J ocz, J PJC, 315. 
Overland Monthly 23 :29 . 
Overland Mont h ly 23 :32. 
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Christianity was a delusion worse than paganism, and t hat the 
1 
righteous pagan would fare better before God than the Chrlstian. 
Jocz recognizes t he change that has taken place in l at er years, .. 
however . He quotes H. J. Schoaps as say ing i n h is book, J-lldisch-
christlichas RaligionsgasprHch (1937), that it is t he Jewish 
opinion that Christianity ~st be regarded as the God- effected 
way of salvation for the Gentile '\'lOrld ; and that the Jew must 
take Christianity seriously , for though it has no meani ns for 
the Jaw, it does for the Gentile. He recoanizes both the Old 
'-• . 
Te stamant and the Ne'\Ar Testament a s being God ' s '\vord to humanity • . 
God spoke to the Jew at Sinai and to the Christian in Jesus Ch~ist . 
The Navr Testament is not for the Jews, ho-..vever. Jocz continues 
by quoting Franz Rosem'IElig, who published his De r Stern dar 
Erl8sung (1921), as saying that the Gentiles . come to God through 
~ . 
Jesus, but that the Jaws are already with God and do not need him 
3 
or Christianity • . 
Perhaps t he b~st summary of the above views would be that 
Christianity is good for the non-Jews, but it holds nothing for 
the Jaw. What is not already in Judaism he · does not need--
because he is a Jaw. 
CONCLUSION 
It is immediately apparent that no one statement of Jewish 
opinion concerning Christianity can suffice to express the widely 
1. Jocz, JPJC , 315. 
2. Jooz , JPJC , 317. 
3 . Jocz, J PJC, 317. 
2: 
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differing views. While we are gr eatly interested in what all 
Jews think of our religion , so far as relates to the possibility 
of a union of the two faiths, even on a limited scale, only those 
views which are favorable are our immediate concern . In the con-
eluding chapter we shall discuss further the possibility of 
correcting many of the causes which foster such cri tical opinions 
of Christianity as held by t hese and other Je\'lish leaders • . 
/ It is such attitudes as those expressed by Dorea, Asch, 
Montefiore , and Ens low which seam to confirm the possibility of 
creating an evan more favorable attitude on a l arge scale among 
J 9 \'IS • 7 Dorea expresses , not an attitude of bitterness and stubborn 
rejection , but one of regret --almost the pleading of an old- time 
evangelist condemnin ~ the wi ckedness of his people , yet with the 
announcement that re pentance will bring salvation. She see ms to 
imply that if Christianity will clean up her O\'m back yard, Jud-
aism \'To u l d no longer be alienated. How many Jews hold t h is fee 1-
i ng is not , of course , known ; but if the number were considerable ,. 
the hope of union wou l d not be too far away . 
The expression of Asch , t h ough it sounds on the surface even 
more hopefu l of union , yet seems to express more nearly the 
relation of husband and \'life than of actual unity or oneness . 
In spite of i ndissoluble marriage bonds, the man and woman are 
still two distinct i ndividuals--they do not become in reality one 
person. Our hope is not t hat Chri st ianity and Judaism shall be 
two faiths closely har~onized, but that they shall unite into 
82 
one single r elig ion . If Asch really feels about Christianity 
as he p r ofesses to feel, one wonders \my he h a not t aken the 
fi nal step of acce ptance . Th e answer may be , of c ourse, t hat 
Christianit y demands mo re of the Je'\v t han it ha s a right to do . 
Perhaps , if the Cht..lrch '\i'ere as k i ndly and liberal to Judaism 
as Asoh is to Christianit y tha union would be c onsummated 
s peedily. At lea st , many JewH se e in Christianity a branch 
still clo se ly related to the parent vine - -Juda i sm. 
C:-IAPTZR VIII 
THE PROGRES SIVE CHANGE I.F JE';fiSH ATTITUDE TQT.I{.ARD JESUS 
While it is true , as stated by several Jewish leaders , 
that the modern freedom of expression concerning .Jesus se.,v a 
distinct upturn about the beginnin8 of the pr-e sent century , 
interest was expressed in the subject far earlier . We sa\'1 
that even Maimonides, as far back as the tw·elfth century A. D., 
was interested in and \'Telcome d Christianity as a divine factor 
l 
in spread ing Judaism. Danby, also , records , as men tioned· 
previously, tha statements of Salvado, Geiger, Graetz and Jacobs--
all of the n ineteenth century--who 8ave lars e c o11 sideratiOn to 
2 
J esus , friendly or neutral. . While these form a small minority , 
yet they serve to prove that Judaism was not totally bereft of 
interest in Christianity before the twentieth century . Let us 
see '"'hat Jewish writers have to say about the growing interest 
in Christianity which we see in evidence . 
The J swish Tflorld (not a liberal paper) , in its is sue of 
December 30, 1925, recognized the changed attitude , and 3ave 
praise to Klausner ' s Jesus of Na zareth, remarkin g with welcome 
t he change that has come about i n the last twenty y ears in the 
attitude to Jesus of the younger generation of Jews in Eastern 
Europe . This change the v~iter attributes to 
1. Ene1ow, JVJ , 164. 
2. Danby, JC, 70-78. 
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The pogrom year of 1906 which brought a revival of 
relig ion to the Eastern ghetto . Hopes for freedom 
turned them to God. Tho youn~er writers of the Jews 
in the East of Europe discovered the figure of Jesus. 1 
The book just referred to was hailed as of the first magnitude , 
and the reason given for its importance was that 
For the first time in nineteen hundred years a 
rabbinical Jew discusses the life of Jesus without 
prejudice ••• representing the Founder of Chris-
tianity as tho embodiment of religious and ethical 
idea lism.? 
Trattner thinks that the interest of the modern Christians 
themselves in pushing back beyond the theology o f the Church 
in an effort to reconstruct the r ea l Jesus of History has played 
a large part in effecting the change in the Jewish attitude to 
J esus . He says that 11The rediscovery of Jesus, by Christians, 
from the myth1 of the Middle Ages has made it poss ible for Jews 
3 
once more to notice Jesus franklv ." In another connection the 
" 
same author declares that the Je"r' s mention of Jesus today is 
the result of the modern Christian•dssire to find the historical 
4 
Jesus. Again , he say s that the Jeltt can now talk freely about 
Jesus for he does not any longer fear perse cution . As outstand-
ing examples of the changed attitude he gives Klausner's Jesus 
of Nazareth and Ludwig's Son Q! ~. 5 
1, . 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
I n the article mentioned previously,, Singer writes that 
Danby, JC, 109 . 
Danby, JC, 110 . 
Trattner, AJSJ, 
Trattne r, AJSJ, 
Trattner, art .: 
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Thousands, yes, tens of thousands, of educated and 
noble-minded Jews in our day, \'thile firmly standing up-
on the monotheistic platform of the Synagogue, are 
gradually g iving up the attitude of their forefathers 
to,·1ard the central figure of Christianity--it was a 
pathetic ming l ing of i gnorance, antipathy, and fear.~ 
This i gnorance is being gradually dispelled by the rabbis 
themselves, as he tells us: in the words of Harris Weinstock : 
This change of sentiment toward Jesus is largely due 
to the intelligent and progressive preaching of our 
modern rabbis, who seem to appreciate the glory Jesus 
has shed upon the Jewish name, and the splendid work 
He di~ in broadening the influence of the Je'\rish teach-
ings. 
Jocz \'~ites that today 
The Jewish effort is directed to reclaiming Jesus 
the Jew from the Gentile Church and to reinstating 
him to a place of honor in Jewish history . This pro-
cess of reclamation has continued for over a ce11tury 
and has been greatly accelerated in recent years .3 
Jewish attention, ho\'rever, he tells us, is concentrated not so 
much upon the person as upon the teaching of Jesus and its 
. 4 
relation to Judaism. .. Perhaps a better ''ray of putting it would 
have been to say that attention is paid to the person of Jesus 
because of his strictly Jewish teachings, for certainly the 
person of Jesus has come in for its share of consideration • . 
While to the old-fashioned ~ew the subject of Jesus is 
still forbidden, Enslow declares, "it is ••• impossible for 
1. Singer, art .: N. Am. Rev. 191:128 . 
2. Singer, art.: N. Am. Rev. 191:131, 132. 
3. Jocz, JPJC, 7• 
4. Jocz, JPJC, 8 . 
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them to i gnore a subject \•ihich i s part of the very fabric of 
1 
the life around about them . 11 Again, he says that ''The s pirit 
of enlightenment and sympathy has brought about a new era in 
2 
the relation of the Jews to J esus." This latter s tate men t 
seems to confi rm the belief that ignorance has been the divisive 
factor bet~reen Jews and Christians . 
According to Danby , Rabbi Wise expressed thankfulne s s in 
the prese nce of his large congregation that the time had come 
when such a book as Klausner ' a Jes~ of. Nazar eth could be 
3 
-vrritten , published and r ead • . "Thanlr God," he said, "the time 
has come 1tfhen men are allowed to be frank, s i ncere,, and truth-
4 
ful in their beliefs . " In an article , Wise said again that 
It is a sign of the times that it is poss ible for 
a Je i.-..rish teacher to speak frankly and forthrightly 
about the life and teachinss of Jesus the Jew. • . and 
fe,.; will take exception to the honest utterances of a 
J ew respe cting Jesus . 5 
It is Sholem .Asch \'lho , after noticing the change in Jewish 
attitude to Jesus attempts another ans\'ter a s to the cause of 
that change . He says that 
In the ninds of the sreatest number of Jews , espe-
cially amons ourselves in :America , e. revolutionary 
charJge of opinion has taken place about the personage 
who is the symbol of the Christian faiths , as it has , 
too, about t he Christian faiths themselves . 0 
1 . Enslow, JVJ, 3 . 
2 . Enelovr, JVJ, 169 . 
3 . Danby , JC, 110 . 
4 . Danby , JC , 110, 111 • . 
5 . Wise , a r t .: Outlook 104 : 295 . 
6 . Asch, OD, 82 . 
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'!'he cause for the changed attitude, he states , is the fact 
that at no other time i n history has the Christian element 
shown such concern and friendliness for the Je w-1 as present . 
As evidence he points out the way Christians have helped the 
suffe:;. .... ing Jev1s, especially in France , Holland, and Poland. 
Those Jews in Nazi Europe who vrere s pared, he declares , o'"e 
that preservation to the Christians from the Quakers to the 
pope , himself, who cared for the UQfortunate Je"itS at their 
own expense and with danger to themselves at the hand of 
1 
Hitler . 
CONCllJSI ON 
While there have been a few Jews all t h rough the centuries 
who have expressed liberal tendencies toward Jesus , and while 
a growing number appeared in the nineteenth century, it is 
reedily apparent that at the beginning of the present century 
a great ch~nge from the traditional attitude began to take place 
in earnest . Leaders of all the schools of Judaism are , today , 
discussing Jesus freely ; but especial ly those of the Reform move -
ment are taking a most lively interest in him. They a ppear to 
feel that the Jews ought to find some vray of i ncorporat ing his 
teachings and spirit into modern Judaism. 
1. Asch , OD, 78, 79 • 
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The causes which have resulted in this change of attitude 
see m quite varied. Ma jor among t hose mentio.J:Jed by Jews \'IDO 
have vtritten on the subject are t he following: : 
1 . Traditional Jewish ignorance of Jesus and Chri stianity 
has been dispelled by educated and progressive rabbis; and with 
i gnorance have gone the old inborn antipathy and fear~. 
2. Except for the Nazi pogrom in Europe, America e.nd 
Europe have been free of Je1•rish persecution for many years, 
now . With the passing of persecution the Jew not only has lost 
his fear of the Christian Church and its founder, Jesus, but 
has also lost his fear of expressing himself on the subject of 
Jesus . 
3 . One writer, as we saw, believed that the harsh perse -
cution of 1906 turned many Jews to seek God; and in doins so 
they fo und the figure of Jesus • . 
4 . Jewa in Europe being persecuted by Hitler, during his 
regime, ''~Sl"e helped and shielded by Christians of all varieties . 
Those who were spared owe their preservation to the Church . This 
caused the Jews to form a new respect and appreciation of Chris -
tianity, and of course, of Jesus, its head. 
5. On the theological plane, Christian scholars, themselves, 
became interested in discovering the Jesus of History, the man 
of Galilee, as seen apart from the theological dicta of the 
Church t h rough the centuries. 
6. A recognition that one , if he wishes t o appear intel-
ligent, cannot remain \'tillfully ignorant of such an i mportant 
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factor in his environment as Christianity is i n the Ameriaan 
culture . 
We sea , therefore, that the change in attitude to Jesus 
did not just happen; but that it rests u pon a secure and permanent 
basis, or bases . Christianity , itself, has been large l y respons i ble 
for the change ; and it may be that it holds the key to t he solution 
of the entire problem of the pos sible union of Judaism and Chri s-
tianit y • . That is, the bar riers bet ween the t'\'ro faiths may be 
those erected by the Church rather than t h ose erected by Judaism •. 
If this is true , then we Christians should give immediate and 
serious t hought as to the way of r emovine t hem. 
CHAPTER IX 
REASONS ~~ THE JEWS REJECT J ESUS 
I n spite of all the fine words spoken and ~ITitten by 
Jewish leaders and thinkers about Jesus, one fact still per-
sist a : . the J aws continue to remain separate and apart from 
Christianity . Danby points out a matter of surprise to us 
who have been led to be liave that all serious animosity to 
Je sua had disappeared i n our par t of the 'i-torld, say i ng that 
"Hostility to Christianity and its founder, . stifled or only 
masked by the age-long habit of the closed mind, st i ll per-
1 
aists to a vary great extent among ordinary western J aws . 11 
I t has always been the nobl e Christian hope that the Jaw 
will eventually accept Jesus i n some form of active discipl e-
ship • . vfuy he does not is our question of the moment. As we 
have pointed out previously , ho~tever, any such acceptance 
would almost of necessity include a close relationship to 
Christianity . Many Jevrs are ready to aco:ept Jesus as a fello'\'t-
J ew, and as one of their great teachers and ethnioista , but t he 
matter goes no further . Doctor Morris Golds tein, Rabbi of 
Congregation Sherith Israel, in San Francisco, states in reply 
to the questionnaire sent hin; that he and other Jaws aoc.apt 
Jesus and the reli8ion of Jesus , but reject the relig ion about 
Jesus , ~mich is, of course , Christianity . This statement is 
c onfirmed on avery hand by Je~dsh speakers and writers . 
1 . Dan by , JC, 78 . 
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This attitude, ho\t~ever , does not meet the Christian 
expectation and hope . It is the purpose of t his study , t hen, 
to discover the causes for the Jewi2h rejection of Jesus as 
t heir actual spiritual and moral leader as he has become, 
nominally at least , for the Christian . We shall find that in 
many instances t h e anS\ter g ive n will be colored greatly by the 
att1.tude to the Church--which c l aims J esus as its pe culiar 
possession . 
The causes of thi s rejection of J esus seem to fall into 
six different categories, ':rhioh \<Te shall discu s s in order. 
I . JESUS FAilED TO MEET !iESSIANIC EXPECTATIONS 
1
.'/hen \'Te ask why the Je\·19 did not acce pt Jesus as their 
Messiah, \'le must also ask ~·rhether Jesus fulfilled the Je\·rish 
expectations of the Mess iah. True , the Church has called 
Jesus , Messiah ; but in most ways the oharaoteristios empha-
sized in regard to his Messiahship are not t hose i'Thich the 
J ews held to be required to prove his validity . 
Sholem Asoh declares that t he only reason Why the Jews 
refused J esus ' claim to autho r ity as the M9ss iah \'rae because 
he did not g ive a c lear and cateBoric anS\t/'er-- the sign of 
the e.dvent of the Kin edom of Heaven: "The wolf shall l ie 
1 
down with the ral:l . " The Je\'IS \•TBre bound to t he authority 
1 . Asch, '*I'IB, 109, 110 . 
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'\'thich had been given to Moses on Sinai. "They c ou ld not 
pass to the new authority \vithout the sign Which sh ould proclaim 
1 
that the old had been cancelled and the ne\lr validated." 
Goldstein strengthens t his v iew by declarin8 that the Jews 
did not assent to the ~1essiahship of Jesus because they did not 
regard the required I-fsssianic conditions as fulfilled vtith his 
2 
coming . 
These unfulfilled hopes are set forth by Rabbi Isaac ben 
3 
Abraham o.f Troki, quoted by Jooz , as follows : 
1 . The reign of the Messiah \'las to be universal. 
2 . The Hebre~·t relig ion was to become a universal 
religion . 
3 . Idolatry was to disappear . 
4. All evil was to disappear. 
5. Universal peace \'las to reign . 
6 . Peace would re i gn in t he an i ma l world. 
7. Israel would experi ence great prosperity • . 
8 . I s rael vrould be restor ed to her national 
severe i gnty • . 
Nona of these t hing s took plac e with the coming of J esus, 
nor have they taken place as yet, declare the Jewish l eaders • . 
Other aspects of Jesus ' failure to fulfi l l expectations are 
1 . As ch , WIB, 110 . 
2 . Goldstein , JJT , 233 . 
3 . J ocz, J PJO, 413, note 143 . 
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set forth, also . For the Je\'I'S the Messianic expectation was 
on a na tional scale--a l l Jews wou ld reap the bene fit of his 
coming; while for Jesus and the early church it was a matter 
of individual selection and election. Jesus is reported as 
having said, in IvTatthew 7 :21, that tiNct all who saith unto me 
Lord, Lord, shall enter into the Kingdom of h eaven . " The 
Ki ngdom of heaven \'ras c o- equal with the 1-iessianic blessedness •. 
Jocz says that "It was the individualistic· character of the 
Messianic movement which contributed to the alienation of the 
1 
followers of Jesus from the leaders of Juda.iam." Again, the 
Messiah \'tas popularly expecte d to be a political hero 1·rhose 
kin gdom \~as ent irely of t h is i<~orld . Jesus renounced this idea, 
saying , "My kingdom is not of this worl d. 11 (John 18 :36a). TheJ 
crucifixion, also , pr esented a serious barrier. This meant . 
e i ther that he was not the Messiah, or that his suffering s were 
propitiatory . Vicarious suffering \·tas unknown to the Jews;; 
2 
t herefore both the suffering and the sufferer were rejected. 
Once more , the r.fe ssiah was to bring blessing to Isr ael by aton-
i ng her sin , but hera.only ; while in John 1:29 it is announced 
3 
that Jesus i a to take away the s~n of the world--non- Jews , also . 
Finally , the Messianic kingdom is to be entirel y this- world l y" ; 
and i t will not be the and of all t h ings or of the age. For 
J esus , ho\~var, the I~ssianic kingdom was to be entire l y other-
4 
worldly. 
1. Joc z , JPJC, 3 · 
2 . Joc z , JPJC, 284. 
3 . Jocz , J PJ C, 284. 
4. J ocz, JPJC, 284 . 
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Apparently, therefore, in the light of the above arguments , 
i t \'TDuld be difficult or impossible for a Jew to look upon 
Jesus as the l~ssiah . MOreover, the Reform Jew of today no 
l onger t h inks i n terms of a personal, historic Mess iah to usher 
i n the Messianic age . The Messiah is but a symbol of an age 
that is brought in by the faithfulness of the Jew in the keep-
1 
of the law. This is confirmed by Rabbi Klein , also, and several 
others who have discussed the matter with the investigator. 
II. REJ ECTI ON IS CAUSED BY LONG PERSECUTION 
\~atever Christians have done or said that have alienated 
Je\'IS from the Church, the most potent '\'laS the persecution of 
dissenters from her doctrines and dogmas . As 'tTe look back over 
the long stretches of histo:ry made bloody and dark by religious 
persecution, especially the persecution of Jews by Christians, 
it is not a matter of surprise that Jews reject Christianity, 
but that they tolerate it at all. 
The 'tTCrds of Rabbi Stephen s. Wise are worth quoting again 
in t his connection, in which he declares that 
Tbroush the centuries it has been almost impossible 
for a J e"VT to bring himself calmly and judicially to 
consider anything connected with the life and teachings 
of Jesus, \moss name has been made one of terror to his 
people because of the cruelly unjust attitude of the 
Christendom towards Israel for nearly nineteen hundred 
years . • • During the centuries . • • an ofttimes Chris-
tless Christendom has made it impossible for the Jew to 
l ook upon Jesus asaJewish teacher.l 
1. Jocz, J PJC, 285. 2 . Wise , art.: Outlook 104 :295. 
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Danby ' s quotation from the Jewish Chronic l e confirms 
this opinion . The writer quotect says that "The very name of 
the \tmrld-historic phenomenon , eJuch a s is the fi s ure of Jesus , 
ought to fill the heart of every true Jew i·rith trepidation . !' 
Then he gives the reason : "Is tt not that for ni8h upon tvrenty 
centurie s the blood of innoce n t t housands of Jewish men , women~ 
and children has been , and still is, s p ilt for Ch rist ' s sake?" 
Jocz tells us in t h is connBction that during the fifteen 
/ 
years in vlhi ch Frey Tomas de Tor quemada was i!1quisitor- general 
(be g inning c . 1483), he sent thousands of Je\'rish heretics to 
2 
the stake and tens of thousands of ot;hers to lesse r penalties . 
Enslow' s words are also wor thy of cons ideration agai n , he re , 
in t·Thich he dec:lares that when ·:Jhristian ity became adopted by 
the Roman Em:pire, the Chri s tians began to pe rsecut e the Jevrs; 
and that this persecution created a mong the Jews the antagonism 
3 
to Jesus . He furth er states t hat whatever c uriosit y the Jew 
h ad for Jesus \·Tas thwarted by persecution , and J esus w·as gradually 
4 
eliminated from the h istory of his o\'m people . 
Trattner adds hi s word, also , saying that one of t h e reasons 
for the reserve of Judaism for Christianity is t he fierce persecu-
5 
tion Christia1 ity has \'laged a gainst the Je\'rs • . 
Jocz decla res that 
1 . Danby , JC , 113 . 
2 . Jocz , J PJC, 91 
4 . En a lo'\1/1 JVJ, 168 . 5. Trattnsr , AJSJ, 6, 7. 
3 . Ene low, JVJ, 163, 164. 
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The Christian r ecord of Je,•rish ,Nronss and suffering 
is the mos t incriminat ing t e s timony against the Church. 
This exp lains why , to the ,Jew, : Christianity became a 
synonym for Jew- ha tred. It is c ommonplace for the J ew 
to associate the name of Jc3sus \11th the Ghetto, the 
Badge, and the Inqu isition . To the Jews of Eastern 
Europe the Cross to t his day is the symbol of perse -
cution . + 
Again he says that "The memory o f the terribl e '\\Tongs suffered 
at the hands of Christians has tieeply entered the Jewish con-
2 
sciousne s s . 11 
From all that has been said above it might be surmised that 
Jewish perse cution is a dark memory from the pas t , and nothing 
more . Such an opinion would be entirely false . Jocz hurries 
to preclude any such fa l se assumptions , say ins: 
But it is not to be inferred t hat the present attitude 
towards Christianity is simply detel"•mined by past history •• • 
Jewish experience is not only colored by past events handed 
down by tradition . Every generation has added i ts own 
bitter kno\'rledge to the co mmon stock. 3 
Then he s peaks of the Russian persecutions in the early part of 
the present century . 
/ 
Nadage Dorea knows somethi ng about these persecutions, also . 
She builds the argument of her whole boolt, Jesus' Christianity, 
around the terrible persecutions of the Jews in Russia around 
the period including 190'+, in '\'.rhich year her boo\( was published • . 
Her statement on the matter is: "The special ant i -Semitic laws 
cunningly devised and enforc ed by the Christian persecutor, is 
the most damning blot on Christianity • . "4 I t i s to be remembered 
1 . Jocz , JPJC , 66 •. 
2 . J ocz , JPJC, 93 • . 
3 . Jocz , JPJC, 94. 
4 . Dorea, JC , 117. 
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that the cruel oppressions by the Church in Russia was one of 
the contributing factors in the Bolshevik revolution , and forms 
a very good ground for Communism. 
That this type of persecut i on , baaed on false and malicious 
ideas of Jewish ritual murders and other dark doings , is not a 
thing of the past , is revealed :in a story of the very near pre-
sent, in the book edited by Landman , Christian and Jew. He tells 
us that at Massena, New York, on Saturday, September 22, 1928, 
little four-year old Barbara Griffith disappeared from her hom. 
Due to the i gnorance and gullibility of the mayor and a state 
trooper, a rumor s pread that the Jews probably had kidnapped the 
child for ritual purposes . At noon next day , Rabbi Bare l Brenn-
s lass and officers of the Synagogue were con fronted by a state 
trooper with the question ~mather Jews offer human sacrifices 
on a holiday , imp l ying the old ritual murder charge which caused 
so much misery to the Je"ts through the early age a. The child 
was found in the woods where she had wondered and feared to 
return alone home . Governor Al Smith t ook the trooper to task 
for the offense to the Je\'Ts , but the story i llustrates the 
readi ness of Christians in this enlightened day to place the Jew 
1 
in jeopardy of his life for bas1eless reasons. 
It is not to be wondered at that Jocz can say that "Between 
2 
Jesus and the Jews stands the Christian Ohurch . 11 
1. Landman (ed.), OJ, 371, 37~~ . 
2 . Jocz, JPJO , 96. 
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In spite of the vreight of a ·ITidence already presented that 
persecution is one of the stro11g factors in the Jewi sh rejection 
of Jesus , Rabbi Harry Richmond, of Temple Emanuel, Wichita, 
Kansas, declared in re p l y to the questionnaire sent out that 
he t h i nks anti - Se mitism is not a factor at all in the present-
day rejecrtion , or att i tude to Christianity . Th is opinion is 
also borne by Rabbi Klein of \'Torcester, Massachusetts , as ex-
pre s sed in conversation with t he present writer . It could, 
perhaps , be explained that f or the Orthodox Jew the age- old 
persecution serves as a valid cause of rejection; but for t he 
liberal Jew this is not true . Other factors are much more 
i mportant for him. 
III. REJECTION ~vAS BASED ON JESUS 1 FAillJRE 
TO SHOW NAT IONAL FEELING. 
Klausner is the main exponent of the idee. t hat the rejec -
t i on of Jesus was based on his l ack of nat 1onal concern ; but 
he is not the only one ·who t hinks so , as we shall see . He 
quotes Salvador, \Yriting i n Par1.s i n 1838, as say i ng that Jesus, 
oaring only for the religious and moral life of the i ndividual, 
gave no thought to t he possible impact of t he social and cere -
monial laws of the Torah i n their capacity of a defensive hedge 
guarding Jewish nationalism. This constitutes t he difference 
between the teaching of Jesus and contemporary traditional 
Judaism; and ju9t because of t nis difference the decisive 
1 
ma jority of the Jews r e jected his teach ing . 
1 . Klausner, JN, 108 . 
We hear asain from Klausner , t his time from his own 
poin t of view: 
The Judaism of that time ••• had no other aim t han 
to savd t h e tiny nation . • • from sinking i nto the 
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broad sea of heathen culture •• • Judaism is not only 
ethi cs: it is the sum- total of all the needs of t he nation 
placed on a religious basis ••• Judaism is a national life , 
a life which t he national religion and human eth ical prin-
ciples ••• embrace '\vithou.t ensulfing . Jesus came and 
t h rust a s ide all t he requir ements of the nationa l life ••• 
He ignored the m completely ••• in their stead he set up 
noth i ng but an eth i cal- religious system, bound up with his 
concept i on of the Godhead . In the self- same moment he both 
annull ed Judaism as the life~force of the Jewish nation , 
and also the nation itself as a nation . l 
He points out t hat i nevitably t h is attitude of Jesus brought to 
2 
pass hi s rejection by h is ovm nation ; and adds that 
A religion which possesses only a certain conc eption 
of G-od and a morality acceptable to all mankind, does 
not belong to any special ~ation, and, con sc i ously or 
unconsciously , breaks do~m the barriers of nationa l ity . 3 
Klausner continues by say i ng that 
Both the i nstinct for national preservation and the 
cleavin3 to the great human itarian ideal, emphatically 
demanded t hat Judaism reject t h is ethical teaching 
severed as it became from the national life : the breach 
which all unintentionally Jesus would have made in the 
de fenses of Juaaism, must needs have brought thi s Juda-
ism to an end . 
Jesus be s an to adopt a ne gative attitude to the life of 
this present world, after the strong opposition set in , Klausne r 
i nforms us . Life in this world, for Jesus, is valueless : nothing 
is to be gained by resisting evil or striving for one's rishts ; 
let one desist from all efforts to keep property . This ethical 
1 . Klausner, JN, 374- 376 . 3. Klausner, JN, 390 • . 
2 . Klausner, JN, 390 . 4 . Klausner, J N, 391. 
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teaching is so extreme that only t h ose intere sted in religion 
can be interested in it, he thinks , "wh ile the rest of mankind 
pursue a manner of life that is \molly secular or even paga.n . 11 
;t 
"The ~hristiaw religion has s tood for wt.Lat is highest ethical ly 
and ideall y , \mile the political and social life has re mained 
2 
at the other extreme of barbarity and paganism, " Kl ausner avers; 
-
and conclu de s that "&yond t hi s ethical teachi ng Jesus gave 
' · y 
noth i ng to his nation ." 
~ 
Klausner may have been overly severe i n his cri ticism of 
Jesus 1 teachings and b~s attitude toward the nation . It i s 
difficult to feel t hat Jesus purposed to disre gard his nation ' s 
needs or aspirations. Rather, let us say , he envisioned a greater 
purpose and calling for h is people than mere nationa.l sovereignty •. 
He saw that its s a fety and strength lay, not i n national aggran• 
dize ment, but in righteousness, love, and in the s piritual pursuits . 
But , after all , we are dea l ing t'lith 1tlh.at Jews have said about the 
matter, and we must hear them out . 
Schoen advises us that "Out wardly much of what Jesus did 
~ 4 
and said amounted to the he resy of na.tional su i cide ." "A young 
. ~ 
and self- appointed rabbi,~· h e points out , " son of a carpenter 
8md h i mself a carpenter . • • threatened to undermi ne eve ry strong-
S 
hold of' Israel by pre aohine; heresies to the multitudes ." "He 
1 . Klausner, JN, 393. 
2 . Klausner, JN, 393 •. 
3 . Klau sner, JN, 397. 
4 . Schoen, MJW, 4. 
s. Schoen , ~~W, 6 . 
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puts himself above the 1a~ .... , above .Iviose s , and above the prophets," 
1 
he concludes . At least, t h ere seems to be a case possible 
against Jesus ' overemphasis on t he other-wot·1dly • . Men in all 
ages seam to place more value on t h ing s here and now than upon 
the higher moral and s p iritual c omponents of a culture . This 
seems to have bean the condition which Jesus found to exist in 
his day . His me sa ag e was unp leasant to the eras s ears of many 
of his nation. 
IV. JESUS REJECTED BECAUSE OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY 
Co-equal with persecution as the major oauses of the Jewish 
rejection of Jesus is his deification by the Church. The strict 
monotheism of the Je~t precludes the least possibility of any con-
sideration of Jesus as anything more t han a human baing . As 
long as the Church insi sts that in order to accept Jesus and 
benefit by his l ife and teach ing s one must profess him to be 
divine , the Jew can never accept him. 
Trat tne r , in order to s h o'\-t the extant and effect of the 
deification tof Jesus, says that t h ere was a time in earl y Chris-
tianit y \ihen Jesus '\'la s looked upon as the god of the Gentiles 
as opposed to Ja~Neh of the Jews. This was before the fusion 
of Father and Son in Christian theology . This , he says, is the 
word of Professor A. C. HcGiffart, in a lecture before the Yale 
Divinity School. The Jews, he declares, naturally looked upon 
1. Schoen , MJW, 7. 
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Jesus as a rival God . This condition led to a "bitter estrange-
ment that not only thwarted the normal Je~dshinterest in the 
Nazarene , but directed into host i le channe l s whatever 800d 
feeling h is fellow- kinsmen may have entertained about his t each-
1 
ing and character . 11 I t is possible that to the Jews of the 
time Je sus did appear as a rival god, s i nce the early Church 
was in the process of relating him to the God-head in some manner . 
It seems incredible, ho"\'re ve r , tha t the Christians themselves, 
though they in a manner deified J esus, would have con sidered him 
as ·a god in the same manner as they considered Jahweh. "The 
divinity of Jesus--by 1'lhich is meant h i s daityship--1rill always 
2 
strike the Jaw as illogical," however, Tra.ttner avers . It wou~d., 
acco rding Heine , as mentioned previously , be impossible to gat one 
3 
Je\v to consider \'lorshipping another Je"r as divine . 
Doctor Abram Simon is quoted by Landman as say ing t ha t 
11 ~ihat cer tain Jewish leaders objected to at that time and 111hat 
they later on refused to a ccept, was the coalescence of Jesus, 
4 
the man, with Christ , the Divine .Atonement ." This statement 
seems to well express the matter from the standpoint of the Jew 
in his re gard to Christian theology . 
Rabbi Goldstein, Rabbi Klein, and Rabbi Richmond all a3ree , 
in their ansvrers to the questionnaire , that it is on the grounds 
of this deification rather than that of pe rsecution that alienates 
1. Trattner, AJS~, 9, 10. 
2 . Trattner, AJSJ , 179. 
3 . Trattner, AJ SJ, 179. 
4 . Landman (ad. ) , CJ, 247. 
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the Je1;1 and causes h im to continue rejecting Jesus. This seems 
to be t he one prominent cause . '\'/ha t the Jewish re sponae wilr 
be to the gradual movement of Christianity to the Unitarian 
poin t of viaw is uncertain . Other factors , of course, '\'lill need 
be considered. 
V. PEP..SONAL PREJUDICE AS A FACTOR I N THE REFUSAL. 
The arguments to be cited i n support of personal prejudice 
as a factor in the rejection of Jesus are not long or many , but 
the point is wa l l taken by Doctor Abram Simon in Landman ' s book, 
Christian and Jew. He declares that 
The conclusion is justifi able that the source of 
the ill-wil l lies in the individuals as Jews or as 
Christiana, rather t han in their religious interpre-
tations; In other \'tords , it is not religion that is the 
divisive element . I t is personalities, social relation-
ships, accumulated racial deposits '\'lith their i nevitabl e 
claims of superiority and prastise that accentuate these 
differences and separate us into unfriendly camps . The 
prejudice is not against Judaism, the relig ion, but 
against J ews , as individuals and as representing certain 
socia l and ethnic types and traits .l 
It is true that many non-Jews, Christians and otherwise, 
hold individual Jews in lovT repute. That Jews look upon Chris ... 
tians i n the same way is not so readily verifiabl e . J ewish 
pride in beins Jews and the Chosen People does not necessari l y 
mean the s ame as personal pre judice and ill-\dll . This seems 
one of the weaker factors in t he rejection of Jesus , but it may 
play a fairly i mport ant part , indira ct ly. 
1. Iandman (a d . ) , CJ, 244, 245. 
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VI . THE FAIWRE OF CHRI STIANS TO BE REALLY CHRISTIAN 
Danby de cl a re s that the Christians have failed to repre-
1 
sent Jesus in t he ir O'\ID live a--so have lost the Jews . This, 
I Dorea wou ld hearti l y endorse in her Je sus ' . Christianity . It 
is her constant complaint that Christians do not follow· t he 
teachings of Jesus . If they did they would not persecute the 
Jaws, she declares . 
Perhaps it is true that until we Christians r eally follow 
J esus ourselves, we have no right to sho·v,. astonishment that Jaws 
do not follow him. The Jew, hO\'fever, ha s no more right to expect 
all Christ ian a to be devoted fo llm>~ers of Jesus and his teach-
ings than he does that all Jews shall be devoted and conscientious 
keepers of the entire law. Perfe ct i on is not likely ever to be 
f ound on either aide; therefore, thi s i s not a logically valid 
reason for rejecting Jesus . 
Hera we have present ed the s ix major r easons assigned by 
Jewish writers for t he re ject ion of J esus and of Christianity •. 
Our probl em is to discover the way to r emove these barriers to 
the acceptance of Jesus . 
CHAPTER X 
Before the final conclusions of our i nvestigation are 
stated, it is necessary that we attempt to answer some of the 
more i mportant arguments against the Jewish acce ptance of Jesus 
and Christianity as presented in the prec~ding chapter. From 
this we shall move on to a discussion of the poss i bility and 
ways of breaking down what appear to be the major barriers to 
such an acceptance . Finally, we present the outlook for future 
relations between Judaism and Christianity , which outlook is 
basad on the findings of this study . 
I. SOME ARGUMENTS ANSWERED 
I t would be illogical to attempt to ignore the six barriers 
set forth by various Jewish write rs to the aacept ance of Jesus . 
They exist , at least in the mi nd of many J ews . Over and over 
mention is made of Jesus' failure to meet I'4essianic expectation s , 
t he cruel persecutions which the Church has waged against Jewry 
through the ages , Jesus ' lack of i nterest in the practical affairs 
of national and civil life , the deification of Jesus , the personal 
pre judice factor, and the failure of Christians to follo\'T the 
teachings of Jesus . These we mus t take into serious consideration • . 
That is not t o say that they must be considered as final and unan• 
swerable. Only two of t hem appear really valid: the one bas ed· 
on the problem of Messiahship, and the one based on the deifica-
tion of Jesus . Even the former of t hese lends itself to oon-
eiderable dispute . It is our purpose to examine the major 
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a r gument s , and put their vali dity to a test . 
\1hen it is argued that the Jews reject Jesus e.s the l\1essiah 
because he did not meet the expectations of M.ess i shship, one 
needs but ask '\.ftl.Ose expe ctations he failed . There were many 
Messianic i deas in existence in Jesus ' day; and t hat a large 
number of Jews did not see the justification for rejection for 
such a reason as argued is de mons trated by Jocz . He declares 
that 
The }\fussianic movsment scored considerable success 
amongst the Jewish people, notab l y in the period be-
tween the destruction of Jerusalem and the Bar Cochba 
rising , and affected J udaism considerably . It was only 
after the Bar Cochba i n cident , when national survi va l 
became the sole considerat ion that the i nit ial succes s 
of Chri stianit y abat od.l 
I n other words, a great many Jews saw nothing wrong 'rlith a 
Mess i ah who emphasized the spirit ual above the mate rial. Jocz 
continues by saying that 11 It vtas the individualistic character 
of the Me ssianic movement \'lhich cont ributed to the alienation 
2 
of the fo llowers of Jesus from the leaders of Judaism •. " "Both 
~ 
Jesus and Hebrew Christianity," he a ffirms, " were firmly planted 
upon Jewish s oil, and their Messianic faith gave no real cause 
3 
for hostility ... Then a word of explanation is added. He avers 
' 
that it \'tas J e sus' universal intere s t '\lihioh a ppeared i n his teach-
,• 
ings that caused this opposition on the part of the Jewish leaders • . 
After 70 A. D., Judaism had t o cant er itself upon itself or be 
1. Jocz, uPJC, 6 . 
2 . Jocz, JPJC, 3. 
3 . J Ocz, J FJC, 14. 
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lost in a Gentile world . Chri st ianity ' s universal outlook 
constituted a menace to t he i ntegrity of traditional Jewish 
1 
life. This was not a denial of the ~~ ssiahship of Jesus on 
the basis of failure to mee t expectations that were in the 
popular mind, but it 'ltTas a denial of the emphasis which h3 gave 
to it. His was a Messiahship of the i ndividual, spiritual and 
other- worldly type ; and was accepted by those of a mystic turn 
of mind . 
In connection with the mystic turn to Jesus ' idea of 
Messiahship Trattner says that "Jesus was a mystic, an apoo:-
alypt ic, a millenarian; 11 and adds that he was more of a mystic 
2 
than a prophet . Enslow also contributes a point of view, here , 
when he declares that the Kingdom of God for Jesus '\oTas not polit~ 
3 
ical, but spiritual; a fulfill ing of the Law. Jesus, apparently, 
believed that the true Messiah , .. rould lead in this direc-tion rather 
than in the direction of' political affa irs . 
In regard to the accusation, more particularly Klausner's, . 
that Jesus had no concern either for the nation, as such, or 
for the practical affairs of life , the same ana'\orer may be given 
this as may be given to the one above. While Kl ausner points 
out t~at a general following of Jesus' teachings would have meant 
national suicide--and therefore he could not have been the Messiah--
1. Jocz, JPJC, 44. 
2 . Trattner, AJSJ, 45. 
3 . Ens low, JVJ, 130. 
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he is inconsistent in his crit icism. In his From Jesus to Paul, 
Klausner adffiits that Jesus also thought of the emancipation of 
his nat ion . This emancipation, however, was not to be by the 
force of men, it was to be by repentance, and by a divine inte~ 
1 
vention . In another connection, Klausner declares that Jesus ' 
2 
first objective was a spiritual revival. . In the light of this , 
t here is no conclusive evidence that Jesus did not have a genuine 
concern for nation; but like the prophets , he felt that it is 
righteousness that is the strength of a nation, and to that end 
his teachin 8s were turned. I t i s highly probable that the ethics 
which he tauaht was an interi m ethik, meant as a means of pre-
pa.ration for the comii1g of the Kingdom--or, what the Jews referred 
to as the restoration of the Kingdom . This being true, t he 
accusation launched against Jestts is invali d . 
Klausner also , as vre saw, levelled the criticism against 
Jesus that he adopted a negative attitude to life , and undermined 
all efforts at property , legal j ust ice, and resistance to the 
3 
attackers of one ' s person or hi s property . Either of two atti-
tudes may be taken to his teachings in this regard . It must be 
admitted, of course, that these negative aspects were there . In 
the first place , however, if ''~e accept the interim ethik vie'I'·T-
point , he considered none of these things to be of any i mportance 
in the light of the immediate coming of the apocalyptic Kingdom 
1. Klausner, JP, 268 . 
2 . Klausner, JN, 312f. 
3 . Klausner, J N, 393 . 
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o f Heaven , or Kingdom of God. That Jesus \'ras mistaken , 'tle must. 
grant ; and to that extent Klausner was right . But , on the other 
hand, like the prophets asain, hi s ethical pronouncements may 
have taken an i dealistically exaggerated form and . ,.,ere never 
expected to be taken in their full literalness . If t.hey v1ere 
too austere and negative for the Jews of Jesus ' day , or any day , 
they have been so fo r many Gentiles , a lso--if \'le may give ore -
dance to the complaints frequently hear. 
\ITa may summarize the answer to the l-1e asian io failure 
ar3ument by throvTin g the res:ponsibility for the rejection of 
J esus ' Me ssiahship back t1pontbe' tenaoious na tionalist io expe eta-
tion of tne Je\lrs in a finally r estored political Israel. I f 
t he Je -vrs ever be come ,.;illinc to surrender t h e "Chosen People 11 
idea, Klausner ' s strong opposit ion to the Messianic claims of 
Jesus will lose its force as a factor in the rejection of Jesus . 
I t is easy to see hO\'l the lon~ and cruel era of Christian 
persecution of Jews could function as a livid soar on the Je~~ah 
memory to cause a revulsion at ·the thought of friendly relations 
\vith Chri s tian i ty , or Jesu s as it s f ounder. Yet , as seen above , , 
Rabbi Richmond points out that in h is estimation the persecution 
story, and even modern ant i - Semi t ism, play little or no part 1n 
the Je'IJTj.sh rejection of Jesus . T:{la fact is borne out by history 
t hat men forget easily . At any time in the past, the p ersecut i on 
of Je,.ra and the ghet to experience a may have been sufficient to 
c ause Je\,ra to reject any s~rioua t h ought of acoepta11ce of Jesus, . 
but not so today in America~ 
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The only argument that is serious enough· to be considered 
a valid cause of the rejection of Jesus is that based on Chris-
tian theology . The deification of a man , and his elevation to 
the place of -vrorship poses a drastic barrier bet'l.-reen Judaism 
and Jesus, As v1e have seen , it is utterly :Lnconceivs.ble even• 
to tha most l iberal Je111, 1,fuilo this is, indeed, granted to be 
a most serious and persistent ·problem, the investigator believes 
there is a way out. This it~ay out , based on the sources studied, 
will be given full consideration iri the se ction dealing with 
the outlook for the future as pertains to the possible Je,.,rish 
acceptance o~ Jesus. 
I I . HO"tll BARRIERS CAN BE BROKEN DOWN 
Based on the six avowed causes of the rejection of Jesus, 
the follo-vring proposals are made by the investigator for the 
breaking do\lm of the ae barriers to unity : 
The argument that Jesus failed to meet Messianic require-
ments is not one which can be met by the opposite argument that 
he did all the Jaws den ied. Thera are two ways of opening an 
avenue of harmony hare , The fi r st is a logical one: le t Chris-
tians ceasa stressing the Messiahship of Jesus, since the I~ssiah, 
for the Gentiles , has no primary significance. It is a Ja\vish 
concept, and can have little or no real meaning for non-Jews. 
There is, therefore, no point :tn insisting that the J ew acknow-
ledge Jesus as fulfilling an expectation which hasno relation-
ship at all to the Gentile . The second is less obvious , but is 
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just as valid. As pointed out previously , liberal Je\·rs no 
l onger hold the expectation of a personal Messiah of a poli ti-
cal t ype . Let us both, then, view Jesus as a spiritual leader 
(a universal spiritual 1-1assiah, if one wishes), eliminating all 
reference to the traditional poli tical figure \'tho was to usher 
in the Messianic age . By t hus chansing t h e Mes s i an ic conce pt , 
the difficulty shoul d automatically be relieved. Since neither 
Jesus nor '"e , 11or even the liberal Je"Vr, think in terms of a 
personal polit ical Messiah, Jesus • failure to be one should 
cause no embarrassment or alienation . 
If a nti-Se mitism does still fun ction as a seri ous cause of 
d isaffect ion on the part of so me Jews to,.,rard Jesus, the Chris-
tian Church should devo·te i t s elf wholeheartedly to eliminating 
the evil . Anti-Semitism is ages old, but certainly has no place 
i n the enlightened western 'rorld of today , espe cially i n the 
Church or a mong Christians . 
For t hose Jews and Gentiles who question the concern of 
Jesus for the practical needs o f men , we need only po int out 
the great numbe r of institutions and programs of social action 
"rhich a r e , today , engendered of the Christian Church . If Jesus 
made no s pecific positive pronouncements concern ing the ordinary 
human needs , there must have been, neverthe less, dormant in h is 
teachings the s erm of all t h is pr a ct i cal act i vit y wh ich later 
developed in~s name . We count the hospitals , schools , homes 
for the a ged and for children, me dical missionaries , sanitation, . 
a griculture , and home-making act ivities s pon sored by the churches 
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among the less- favored folk of the world, and feel that nothing 
is more practical in its application than the teachings of Jesus • . 
The de i t yship of Jesus is not only an ali enating factor for 
the Jew, but is for many liberal Genti le Christians a matter of 
perplexity and even embarrassment . I n order to ease , if not 
completely erase the difficulty, the Church should carefully 
review its dogmas in the light of modern philosophical reasoning 
and scientific knowledge ; and should re - state its theology in 
a more liberal vein . The Unitarians settled t he matter gene ra-
tions ago by denying to Jesus any of the attr ibutes of deity . 
The Church could well examine the practical eff icacy of baptism 
as a requisite for Christian discipleship ; and in the spirit of 
compromise propose to Judaism that the latter surrender its 
traditional practices that are seemingly non-essential~ such as 
ritual circumcision and the dietary laws , while the Church sur-
renders the demand for baptism. Thus , by silencing ita dogma of 
the divinity of Jesus, and by not insisting on baptism, the Church 
i'Tould have eliminated t h e great est barrier to Jew·ish acceptance 
of Jesus . 
If personal pre j 1.ldice bet\.veen individual Jews and Christians 
is based on i gnorance of each other's cultural aspirations and 
contributions , then this prejudice should be dispelled by a min-
gling of Jews and Christians in as many mutual activities as 
possible . The Church should make it a part of its po licy to 
bring both groups together at every opportunity. It has been 
the happy experience of the investigator to exchange pu l pits 
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frequently with libere.l rabbis, to the mtltual enlightenment of 
both congregations . 
Finally, the problem of insincerity and unchristian actions 
on the part of those \ffi.o profe as to follo,•l Jesus is one that 
pla13ues the Church and alienates Gentiles as \'Jell as Jews from 
Jesus . Unfortunately , perhaps , the human element makes it 
i mpossible for the Church to regulate the conduct of its members . 
The Jew, probably , is aware that not all his fellow- religionists 
keep the Law perfe ctly, either. Fair and honest jud~ment is the 
only answer here . 
Arguments are not successfully met by arguments . Under 
the circumstances it is i mpossible for the Christian to say to 
the Jew that his religion , his belie fs and his practices are a l l 
false , while those of Christianity are all true; and that the 
Je~T must 13 ive up Judaism and accept all the doctrines and prac-
tices of the Church . In order to effect the Jewish acceptance 
of Jesus and the coalescence of the t1r10 faiths requires a \'lill-
ingness to re - think beliefs end practices on both sides , and to 
come to a compr omise position . Let us see what representative 
Je''~lr thi nk of the possibility of such a move . 
III. THE OUTLOOK FOR THE JEWI SH ACCEPTANCE 
OF J"ES US , AS SEEN BY JEWS 
It is , a13ain, difficult to consider the problem of the 
Je\·riah a cceptance of Jesus without also relatin8 that a.cceptanae 
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in some manner to the Christian Church. Therefore, the views 
presented in this section will contain opinions ~mioh involve 
both. 
The one statement '\·1hich 1..ve have to offer that promises the 
greatest w·illingness to unita Judaism \'Tith Christianity under 
one roof oomes from Sholem Asch. He says t hat "I ask myself : 
why should not I , the •remnant of I srael ' i'lho ' have not bo1·red 
l 
the knee to Baal, 1 unite in a single congregation of believers?" 
He apparently is attempting to say that both faithful J ews and 
faithful Christians be~on~ to that group \'mich has remained true 
to monotheism and to tlie lEn'l, and should unite on this great 
principle . This is a statement that should grat ifY any person 
. 
who hopes for an eventual union of the faiths . 
Most Jewish wri tars, hoio.Tever, make the prospect of such 
a union contingent upon a radical theological change on the 
part of Christianity . In this connection , Trattner avers that 
If I may venture a prophecy, I believe that the 
J ewish 'l.'lorld 'uill move tOi'lard a progressive appre -
ciation of Jesus in proportion as the Christian world 
turns its back on the whole abracadabra of medieval 
theology . When that day arrives men \·lill sat new 
levers to raise the universe! 2 
Jostrow, quoted by Singer, declares the.t "The long hoped-
for reconciliation between Judaism and Christianity will come 
\'Then once the teachings of Jesus will have become the axioms 
of human conduct . n3 Apparently , he means to say that when the 
l. Asch, \flB, 196. 
2 . Trattner, AJSJ, 180. 
3. Singer, art .: N. Am. Rev. 191:130. 
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moral teachinse of Jesus become the important concern of both 
Christian and Jaw, rather than theology, then t h is reconciliation 
will take place. 
Vooraanger also adds a simi lar word, saying that 
When the church, instead of holding the sceptre of 
povrer simply ascends the cathedra, and 8ive s utterance 
to the \•rise vrords of its i l lustrious Founder, Hebrews 
begin to understand its pur poses. l 
A significant word is given by Rabbi \i'ise when he says 
t hat " When the time comes when h istory is '\'lritten in the light 
of truth, the people of Israel will be knovrn not as the Christ-
. 2 
killers , but as the Christ - bearers." The allusion is being 
made to the Jewish argument that it '\'las Rome, and not the Je'\'ls, 
who put Jesus to death; that the Jews, on the whole, vrere really 
favorable to him. 
Singer quotes Rabbi G-ustav Gottheil i'rho, as he t h inks of 
Jewish persecution, says, 
Why should we Jews not g lory i n Him? ShovT us the man , 
help us to understand his mind, draw from h is face the 
thick veil behind which his personality has been buried 
for the Jewish life by t he ~eartless zeal of his so-
called followers, and you will find the Jewish heart 
as responsive to t~uth and light and love as that of 
a ll other nations . ? 
Landman declares that 
I t cannot be said that ethnic distinctions have 
created an unbridgeable chasm between Christian and 
Jew; for racial differences are spanned by the sense 
of kinship which unites humanity more and more . Nor 
1 . Voorsanger, art .: Overland Pfunthly 23:32 . 
2. Wise , art .: Outlook 104:295· 
3 · Singer, art . : N. Am . Rev . 191:130. 
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can it be said that tb.e ir religions have "rrought thi s 
horrible state between Christian and Jew, but misunder-
standing their reliaions: for the true Jew cannot be 
anti-Christian ; the-true Christian cannot be anti- Jew1sh . 1 
On the other hand, Klausner appears not to believe that 
any sort of union can ever exist between the Christian move-
ment and that of Judaism. He says , 
My deepest convict i on is this : Judai sm 'dll ne ver 
become reconc i led to Christ i anity ••• nor will i t be 
a s simil ated by Chr i stia11 i t y ; f or J udais m and Christianity 
are not only t,..,o different religions , but t hey are also 
two different worldviews . ~ 
I n another connection he avers that 
He [Je sui/ oared not for reforming the 1'torld or 
civilization, therefore to adopt the teaching of Jesus 
is to remove oneself rrom the whole sphere of ordered 
national and human existena·e --from law, learn i ng and 
civics ••• From life 'iithin the stat e , and from ,.,ree.lth 
in virtually all its for mF. Ho1:1 could Judaism accede 
to such an ethical i deal?3 
Klausner should remember, ho\lrevsr , that it is only an ideal ; 
and that ideals are seldom practised to their full implications 
e ven by t heir own promulgator s . 
What , then, can \'Ia expa at in the '-?ay of union be·~ween the 
t'\'ro gr eat fa iths? In the Journal of Relis ious Psycholo~y for 
October, 1912, Jacob Kaplan presents the findin~ s from one 
hundred questionnaires sent out to Reform Jews , askin~ the 
question c or.cernin~ unification of Judaism and Christian ity . 
The first question was : "Do you think that Reform Judaism leads 
to an ultimate assimilation of J e'v and non- Je"r? " In percentages , 
1 . Landman , CJ, 5. 
2 . Klausner, JP, 609 . 
3 . Klausner, JN, 397. 
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65J~ said no; 35% said that in soma cases they believed it ,,.,ould, 
providing the Christians would beli eve i n the unity of G·od (re-
nou nce the deityship of Jesus); perhaps in centuries to come; 
then on ly with sects similar to Judaism, n et with sects widely 
divergent . 
Another pert i nent question aske·d was : "Do you believe that 
Unitarian ism and Reform Judaism could pe r manently unite in one 
congregation? " The ansvre rs revealed that 82% believed it i mpossible , 
l argely because Unitarianism has no h istorica l background as does 
Judaism; 18% said they cou ld if Christ were done away with com-
pletely , since even Unitarians have a "Christ " slant that is lack-
ing among t he Jews. On l y one of the people ansi'lering in the 18% 
category said they thought it could really be done . 
The third question with ~trhich we shall deal was : "Do you 
believe a complete assimilation of J ew and non - Jew would be a 
loss or a ga in to the spiritual forces of civil1za.tion? 11 48% 
said it would mean a serious loss . 9% believed it impossible of 
accomplishment at all . 9% felt t hemselves unable to ans,.,er ; while 
21% believed it would result in a distinct gain , since it would 
kill prejudice . But the i-rhole possibility rested on the quali-
1 
fication that strict monotheism must be kept . It can be seen 
from this that if union is to be effected, a 8reat and sweeping 
change will have to take place in the Christian world--which 
perhaps could never be perfectly brought about . 
1. Kaplan, art .: Jour . Rel . Pay . 5 :402- 417. 
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L:ndsohrl declares that any ho pe that Jews \'ill cease to be 
Jews is a false hope . vlhile Ar•mond Cohen avers that 
As for the attempt of the clergy and missionaries 
to persuade Jews to believe in Jesus e.s the Savior, 
unrestrained candor again compels the bold statement 
it is a waste of time and effort inevitably resulting 
in vexed frustration . There is no liklihood of the 
majority of Jews ever becoming Christians.l 
He quickly adds , ho,,rever, "Don 't let Jesusatand betwean our 
2 
being good friends; that is the l ast thing he would have wanted . 11 
The study we have just made does not leave too much room 
for optimism that any large -scale union of Judaism and Chris-
tianity will take place. Perhaps about all that can be hoped 
for is some form of a ffi liation based on understanding and the 
spirit of cooperation • . Landman expresses this idea '\vhen he says 
that 
Both Judaism and Christianity are inspired by a 
common ideal and are endeavoring to reach the same 
goal . Is it too Utopian to believe that the boon of 
the future lies in the destruction of the barriers 
that separate nation and nation, religion and religion , 
man and man? America is the one hope in the '\ITOrld-
turmoil of hostility and contention where Christian 
and Je"r may coma to that fuller understanding '\vh ich 
will inaugurate the era of genuine mutua.lity . 3 
The word seems to be 11mutuality 11 rather than "union" that will 
be realized. Probably noth i ng more can be hoped for . A sincere 
attempt to understand each other may lead us further, however, 
as Rabbi Abram Simon says, as quoted by Landman : "Je\'IS and 
O.hri! atians are apart because they have made no efforts to"VIard 
4 
mutual understanding . 11 ' 
1. Lewisohn , AJ, 75. 
2 . Cohen, AGO , 33 . 
3 . Lsndman , CJ , 4 . 
4. Landman, CJ, 243. 
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Feinberg, too, seems to think only in terms of mutuality 
when he says that 
'ihen the name of Jesus is on the prayerful lips of 
a large portion of the human race ••• Then Christianity 
and Judaism, sister religions, grounded on the same 
basic spiritual i mpu lse, ·will go hand in hand down the 
vista of the ages to come • •• Then the Jew will turn 
to the Christian and say: ' Thou art my friend,' and the 
Christian '-till turn to the Jew and say: 'Thou art my 
brother, " and the most exquis i te hope of humanity will 
be matured .l 
This certainly speaks not of union , but of cooperation, as two 
sister religions or faiths on the basis of our own denomina-
tional relationships in the Christian movement . Thi s is expressed 
by Rabbi Goldstein in answer to the questionnaire sent out , who 
s ays t hat he does not believe that union can be effected organi-
zationally, but cooperatively; ult imately , but not under the 
designations presently used . 
But that some move toward closer relationships is in the 
air is recognized by Weinstock, and quoted by Singer. He says 
that Synagogue and Church feel t hat 
Spring is near and that the doors are opened wide 
to let out the musty air of the centuries and let in 
the fresh breeze of relig ious harmony . A ne,ll Theology 2 
is knocking at the pulpit s of priest, pastor and rabbi • . 
Then the writer asks: 
Is the time ripe for Hebrew scholars to take up the 
~tudy o:f t he New· Testament "I'Tith the earnestness and 
zeal with 1:1h1ch Christian scholars study the Old Testa-
ment? 3 
1. Feinberg , J N, 8 . 
2 . Singer, art .: N. Am. Re v. 191 :132 . 
3 . Si nger, art .: N. Am. Rev. 191 : 132. 
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Appare ntly, many liberal Jews are a nxiou s and expe ctant 
of s ome movemen t by ,.,h ich Judaism may free ly make use of the 
teachings and inspiration of J ssus--while at the same time 
maint aining the e s sential a nd h istorical ele ments of t heir ovrn 
fait h . I t is left up t o Christianity to meet the Je~r half-way •. 
Thi s may be more foundation- shaki ng for the Church t han fb r the 
Synagogue , but it mu st come if the Church hope a to '"in the Jew 
to any sort of close relationship. 
CHAPTER XI 
CONCLU6IO~S 
The aim of t hi s study is to discover the possibility of 
a un i on of Judaism and Christianity . The study itself deals 
with the o y>inions which twentieth - century Jei'IS ho l d concerning 
Jesus and Christianity . Eis ht ma jor conclusions are reached as 
the result of our i nvestigation . They are as follows : 
1 . Jesu s is, i·tith but very few exce ptions , looked upon 
by J ei'i'S a s having been a historically real figure. The attitude 
of Orthodoxy , cling i ng as it does to the traditions of t he past, 
is one largely o f s i lence . Ce rtain me mbers of the school, hovr-
ever , such as Jose ph Klausner, h ave s poken freely and in a 
friendly manner of Jesus. Reform Judaism is almost universally 
frie n dly to the subject of Jesus , t hough not t o organ i zed Chris-
t ianity . I The Reform Je'\IT looks on Jesus as being one of t h e g rea t 
p rophe ts and roligious geniuses ~ of Israel; and as the most in f lu-
ential Jew the world has sean . Conse r vative Judaism is far more 
reserved in its expressions concerning Jesus and Chri s tian i t y , 
since it is i nterested primarily in Judais m a s it is . 
2 . Jesus was entirely Je wi' sh in his life and teaching s . 
Whatever has been said in prai se of Jesus b y Jei·Tish writers vraa 
said in reco gnition of his Jewishness--his faithfulness to Judaism 
and to the law; and t hose who i gnore or malign him do so on the 
grounds of his non - Jewishness . The general opinion of liberal 
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Jewish thinkers is that Jesus was not only Je "t<rish entirely, but 
that hG \!tas so Jewish t hat there was nothing unique about him 
or his worlr . They hold that J udaism includes in itself all that 
Jesus t hought or taught. 
3 . The teach ings of Jesus are being carefully and critically 
evaluated by most Jews today. ~rhe Orthodox school either i gnores 
Jesus as a teacher, however, or looks upon h is teachings as con -
trary to and destructive of the very essence of Judaism. The 
liberal Jew, on the other hand, sees Jesus ' teachings to have 
been con sona11t with Hebre w ethics ; and many rank him with Moses 
.. 
and the prophets and psalmist s a s a Jewish genius . Still others , 
as Klausner, find hie teach i ng s to be so other- worldly that they 
are inimical to the practical and national welfare of Israel in 
its strugg le for existence . 
4. Both the Christian and t he Jewish world is beginning 
to disentangle t he historical character of Jesus from the theo-
logical dogmas of t he Church. ~~ile the Orthodox Jew looks upon 
Jesus and Christianity as beins too closely related to be dia-
l 
tinsuished one from the other, most Jews draw a broad line of 
distinction, r e cognizing that J esus of Nazareth is not synonymous 
with the Christ of the Church . They believe that Jesus was not 
O.i vine, nor did he cone ider himee lf to be so any more than all 
men have a spark of divinity i n them. Hie deification was affected 
by the Greek and pagan elemen·t. 's i n the early Church . Most liberal 
Jews are willing to accept Jesu s as a great Jewish teacher and 
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spiritual leader, but not as Son of God, as Christ , or even 
as the ~~ssiah. Their monothe i s~ forbi ds deification of a 
m-an . 
5 . The Jew has had to be cognizant of organized Chris-
tianity in his environment for many centuries . He has evaluated. 
and re- evaluated it in terms of the relationships he has experi-
enced with it . Today , Jews view Christianity from some one or 
more of four general viewpoints . (1) It is viewed as bein3 a 
Greek- pagarJ relig ion , which 6'arl y deified Jesus, and severed 
itself from Judaism. (2) It consists of that group of people 
who have mercilessly persecuted the Jaws throughout the centuries 
because of their rejection of Ja~us . (3} It is that group of 
people \'lho profess to follo'\'T J o sus , but \>Tho i gnore hi s teachings 
i n actual practice . (4) Christian ity is looked upon by a gro"t'ling 
number of modern Jet·rs as beinB an ally of Judaism in carrying 
Jewish morality and mon atheism i nto the Gentile i·rorld--"A light 
unto the Gentiles ." Th is makes ' Judaism and Christianity sister 
I 
re l i s ions , work ing for the same ' ends , and largely travelling 
the same road . 
6 . A progressive chan ge i n Jewish at t itude to"t-rard Jesus 
is taking place . 'i'lh.ile a fe'\'J J~ws have been interested in Jesus 
in every generation, a revolutionary change of opinion has taken 
I 
place since the beginning of thli.a century , and an 1ncreasin8 
I 
number of Jews are turning to a study of Jesus . Thera are several 
reasons g iven for this upturn in interest in the Na zarene: Chris-
tians have come to the aid of persecuted Jews in Europe ; many 
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theolog i a ns of the Christian faith are themselves reforming 
t heir opinions of Jesu s , se e'king the real Jesus of History in 
contrast to t he Cl1rist of medieval theology. Thousands of 
Jews are living in har mony with their Christian neigh bors in 
.America, and t he old i gnorance that once caused intense anti-
pathy is being dis persed. We a r e told, however, tha t the Jewish 
interest in Je.aus is purely historical, not religious or s piritual. 
This state ment has yet to ·be proven , for many Je"\'IS seem s piritually 
interested in him. 
7 . Six ma j or reasons for Jewish rejection of Jesus are 
g iven . (1) Jesus claimed to be the Messiah, but he failed to 
meet the Jewish expectations of what the Messiah ~,Tou ld do • . 
(2) l~ny of the older Jews still remember t h eir l~ves in~he 
ghetto, and the cr~el persecut i ons perpetrated by the Chur ch 
a gainst the m; and have a fee l i ng of re vulsion agai~st anything 
Christian . (3) Klausner and others fee l that Jesus failed to 
show any national concern; that his teach i ng s were such a s to 
have destroyed Judais m and the nation as well . . He was too other-
worl dly, and taught an unrealistic attitude toward possessions, 
armies , and the rights and aspi~ations of the nation and of its 
c itizens . (4) Jesus is reject ed because of his deification by 
the Church . No Je'" can believe that a fellow- Jew· is a ~ od • 
.._ 
( 5) Personal prejudice between Christians and Je111s as ind ividuals 
causes the t '\'ro groups to draw a way from one anot her . . (6) The 
Christian s , the mselves, have failed to follo'\·!' the teachings of 
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Jesus . Unless the Christian be l ieves enough in them to make 
the m the r u le of hi s life, it ia difficult to convince the 
Jaw that he should follow Jesus' teachings . 
8. The opinion amons :fews '\·lith regard to the possibility 
and desireability of union vTith Christianity runs all the vTay 
from Sho ls m Asch ' s readiness to "unite in a sing le consregation 
of believers , to Klausner ' s statement that he thinks no sort of 
union can ever exist between the two faiths - -they have two 
irreconcilable \'forld- vie'\'TS . A great many serious barriers, vie 
grant , appear to block the way to harmony and union; but they 
are not insurmountable . Every arsument raised a gainst the Je'\•tish 
acce ptance of Jesus can be met and , at least to the satisfaction 
of the i nvestigator, invalidated-- except that relatins to the 
deification of Jesus . Evan here it is possible for liberal 
Christianity to so re - t hink and re - state its theology t hat this 
objection may be silenced. also . 
!he final conclusion . Many :prominent Je'\Orish leaders envision 
and anticipate a far closer cooperation betvreen Christianity 
and Judaism in the future . ~'lhlla a rare few seem 't,villins to 
unite under one roof, most of them see only close wJtual relations--
a walking hand- in- hand, but not a coalescence . The final conclu-
sion of this study is that organizat ional unity is now far beyond 
the horizon, if it ever arrives at all . It will depend upon the 
Church ' s surrender of the dogma of deification of Jesus , which 
has characterized its theolosy since the early formation of the 
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Church . i·le are moving , hm·re ver, into the era of such a close 
c ooperation between the two bodies that an t agon ism, suspicion, 
and pre judice will be dispe lled f ore ver. The two bodies--
liberal Christianity and liberal Judaism--lfril l travel i n as 
cloas harwony as exist s batv1een the different danomine.tions of 
Protestant18m. Probably the harmony will be ~ch clo ser than 
:rJ0\'1 exists between Catholooism e.nd Protestantism, or even betvre en 
Fundamentalist and libera l Protestantism. 
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I. THE PROBIEiirf AND THE A:PPROi~CH USED 
The problem of this study is to discover the attitude of 
Je~~y at large toward Jesus . This involves also a considera-
tion of Jewish opinion of Christianity since the two are closely 
related in the Jewish mind. A subsidiary interest arises to 
which we give attention - the outloolc for an organic union of 
Judaism and Christianity . I n seeking the ans'\trer to the problem 
we must enter three areas of i nvestigation : ( 1) the place 
Jesus holds in modern Jewish religious thought ; (2) the avowed 
reasons for the continued Jewish re jection of Jesus and the sepa-
ration between Judaism and Christianity ; and (3) the Jewish 
attitude toward the possibility and desirability of a union of 
the two faiths . 
The procedure used was to read every available book, pamphlet, . 
and magazine article bearing on Jewish opinion of Jesus; personal 
conferences were held with Rabbis and Jewish laymen; and letters 
and questionnaires were sent out to twenty- two Jewish Rabbis and 
laymen of all schools of thought . 
II, A REVIEV'l OF THE FIElD 
\fuile many Jews show a great interest in Jesus , no Jev1ish 
writer has attempted, beyond the authors of a magazine article 
and one book (which scarcely co mes under the category of such 
a compilation) , to bring togethHr the opinions of fel l Oi.,r Jews 
on the subj act . Two Christian ehurchmen, ho,.rever, Herbert Danby, 
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in The ~ and Christianity , and Thomas \1alker, in Jeivish Views 
of Jesus, bring together reprssen~ative opinions of Jesus from 
all the schools of Jev1ish thought. These are , apparently , the 
only attempts that have been made . 
One problem which makes our task difficult is that there 
is no offic ial vo ice of Judaism : ~o person or school speaks 
for all Jews on any subject . There are usually recoBnized 
three diatirJct s chools of thought, with t heir respective genera l 
viewpoints : Orthodox, Reform, and Conservative . Ji fourth is 
in the forming - -Recons truction ism, under the direction and genius 
of Mordecai Kaplan . It is too young as yet to ha ve made any 
significant pronouncements about J e sus . Rabbi Abraham J . Klausne r 
of Temple Israel, Boston , Massachusetts , hO'\vever, questions the 
validity of such classifications . It must be noted that Rabbi 
Abraham Klausner represents the vio '\vpoint of liberal Judaiso of 
1951, often in opposition to the vie\'Ts held earlier in the century . 
I II . JEWISH OPINION OF JESUS AS A ~ISTORICAL CHARACTER 
The attitude of Orthodoxy to'\-rard Jesus i s one largely of 
silence . It clings to the traditions of the past , and since the 
traditional attitude has been tha t of silence, Orthodoxy re main s 
silent . HO\'Te ver, certain members of the group, such as Joseph 
Klausner, in his Jesus of Nazaret~, . have become vocal concerning 
Jesus . 
Reform Judaism is almost universally friendly to the subject 
of Jesus, although not always to organized Christian i ty . The 
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Reform Je w, on the whole , looks on Jesus as being onEf of the 
great prophets and religiousgeniuses of Israel. He views h im 
as the most i n fluential Jew the world ha s seen , and he sees 
Christianity as an ally of Judais m in spreading monotheism and 
Jewish ethics among the Gentiles . 
The attitude of Conservative Judaism toward Jesus appears 
• 
to be the same, i n general, as that of Reform, but perhaps not 
quite so open and frank . Conse rvatism is c oncerned primarily 
vTith Judaism, alone . 
IV. THE J EWISHNESS OF JESUS 
Whatever Jewish \4riters say 1n praise of Jesus is said in 
recognition of his Jewishness--his faithfulness t o Judaism and 
the Law ; and those who ignore or malign him do so on the basis 
of his alleg ed non- Jewishne ss . Exc ept for that group of Ortho-
dox Jews \'lho hold a traditional a 1rersion to Jesus , and ,.,ho refuse 
to see anything in h i m that relates him to the stream of Judaism,. 
the general opin ion of Je\'lish thinkers is that J-esus \'las not only 
J ev-Tish in his life and teachings, but 'lfTas so Jewish that there 
\'las nothing unique to Judaism about him or his work . 
On the other hand, men like Rabbi Stephen S. l'fise , Trattner, 
and Ene low, look u pon Jesus ' :fresh interpretation of Jewish Law 
and scriptures as the ve ry essence of originality . 
V. THE JE~VISH EVAWATION OF JESUS AS A TEACHER 
The Orthodox Jew either ignores Jesus as a teacher, or looks 
upon his teachings as contrar y to and destructive o f the essence 
of Judaism. 
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The liberal Jew sees Jesus ' teachings to have been con-
sonant Vlith Hebre"' ethics . Many rank him vTith r-'loses and the 
prophets and psalmists as a Jewish genius . 
Still others , as Klausner, find his teach ings to be too 
other- worldly and, therefore, inimical to the national, economic 
and social welfare of Israel in i ts struggle for existence . 
VI . DIFFERENTIATION OF JESUS FROM 
CHRIST IANITX I N J E\VISH OPINION 
\fuile the Orthodox Jew looks upon Jesus and Christianity 
a s too closely related to be dist inguished one from the other, 
most Je'\'TS dra,•7 a broad line of distinction, recognizing that 
Jesus of Nazareth is not synonymous with the Christ of later 
Christianity . The Christ figure is held to be the product of 
Greek phi los ophy and paganism . Jo~us i•tas not divine i n any way 
more than an ordinary Jew considar·s himself to possess t he spark 
of divinity; and his deificatlon by the Church is trea ted as 
being completely foreign to the t~ought of Jesus , h imself . Most 
liberal Jevts are willing to accept Jesus as a great Jew-ish teacher 
and spiritual leader, if not the f;re atest ; but never as Christ, 
Mess iah , or Son of God . The strict monotheism of Judaism, of 
course , :forbids any multiplica tion o:f the God-head. 
VII . THE JE'NISH EV.ALUAT:ON OF CHRI STIANITY 
Je vrish t hought l ooks upon Christianity from f-&B.r points of 
view: (1) it is a Gre ek- pagan re ligion , which deified Jesus, 
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and severed itself from Judaism, its forms and traditions; 
(2) it is that group of people who have persecuted the Jews 
throughout the centuries ; (3) it is that group which pro-
fesses to follow Jesus, but which ignores his teachings ; 
( 4) some modern Jews look upon Christianity as an ally in 
carryins Je\'Tish morality and monotheism into the Gentile 
world--"A Light unto the Gentiles·-. !•·· \Vhile no Je "l(t closes his 
eyes to the partial truth of the first three view-po ints , the 
majority of liberal Jewish thinkers seem to adopt the fourth 
vie i-t-point . 
VIII . THE PROGRESSIVE CHANGE I N J Ev'liSH ATTITUDE TO\vARD JESUS 
A few· representative Jews t .ave been interested in Jesus 
in every generation . But a re vo lutionary change of opinion , 
as Sholam As ch tells us , has t a k en p lace since 1900 in t he 
minds of the larger number of JfJ WS concerning Jesus . He 
believes the cause of this is the chang ing attitude of Chris-
tians throughout t hs world towe.rd Je ws , as manifest in their 
coming to their aid in the countri es where they have suffered 
at the hands of their enemies . 
Trattner thinks the change is due largely to theological 
reason s •-Christians , the mse 1 ve s, are reformin g their O\'m opinion 
of Jesus , seekin_e; to recover the Jesus of History . The books by 
Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, a nd. From Jesus to Paul, are an 
indication tha t Jewish scholars with Orthodox backgrounds are 
beg inn ing to take a lively interest in Jesus; althoush , Jocz 
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warns us, the interest is entirely historical, not religious 
or spiritual. 
Singer declares that tens of thousands of educated Jews 
are g iving up their traditional antipathy and i gn orance of 
Je sus . The lack of persecution in America has aided i n t h is 
change of op inion . 
IX. REASONS WHY THE JEWS REJECT J ESUS 
Six major reasons are given by Jewish \~iters for the 
continued rejection of Jesus by Jews : 
1 . Jesus set himself before the people as being the 
Mess iah. The Jews reject his claim, declaring that he failed 
to fulfill the Messianic expectations : he did not restore 
the national sovereignty , he did not bring prosperity to the 
nat ion , and the 11 wo lf" did not 11dwe 11 with the lamb" (Isaiah 
11:6) . 
2 . The long centuries of persecution by the Christia~ 
Church closed the mind of most Je\'lS to Christianity and to 
Jesus . The name of Jesus spoke terror to the hearts of millions 
of Jews • . It is difficult for t hG older Jews, especially if they 
lived in ghettos , to free t he ir minds from this fear and hatred. 
3 · Klausner declares that Jesus failed to show any :national 
feeling ; but that his teachings lent themselves to the destruc .... 
tion of Judaism and the culture built upon it . J esus 1<!aa too 
other- worldly : he taught against those t h ings upon which modern 
nations arebuilt --poasesaions, armies, national and individual 
rights . 
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4 . Jesus was rejected, e,nd still is , because of '\ihat 
Jews believe to be his deif:lcation by hi s fo l lowers. As long 
a s Jesus is looked upon by hi s follo wers as a God, or Son of 
God, no Jew can have any religious i nterest in him. _ 
5. Personal prejudi~ is a facrtor in the modern refusal • . 
It is not so much that Christian s do not like Judais m, or that 
Jews do not like Christianity, but some Jews do not like Chris-
tians, and some Christians do not like Jews, on racial and 
social grounds . 
6 . The Christians have failed to follow Jesus ' teachings 
and ethic . The Je,.., fails to see the modern Christian attitude·s 
as outgro1>rths of Jesus ' teachings . 
X. THE OUTlOOK F'OR THE FUTURE 
The opinion among Je\'TS wit h regard to t he possibility 
and desirabi lity of union '\'Tith Christianity runs all the way 
fro m Sholem Asch ' s readiness to "unite in a single congrega._ 
tion of believers , 11 to Klausner ' s statement that he t hinks 
no sort of union can ever exist between the two faiths~-they 
h:ave two irreconcilable world-v:i.ews • . A e;reat many serious 
barriers , we grant , appear to block the way to harmony and 
un1on; but they are not insurmountable . Every argument raised 
against the Jewish acceptance of Jesus can be met and under-
stood--except , perhaps , that r elat i ng to Christology • . Even 
here it may be possible for libEJral Christianity so to re - think 
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and re~state its theology that this objection may be siven 
further considerati on • . 
The argument based on the Messianic failure of Jesus 
is countered by the fact that unt il the Bar Cochba incident 
of 135 A.D., many Jews a ccepted his Messiahship. There \'rare 
many forms of r-1e asianic expectat :ton ine-xistence . Je sus stressed 
the spiritual and eschatologica l idea, '\Pihile the Jel•Ts after 70 
A. D., and especi~lly after 135 A. D., became concerned only with 
the political survival of the present Israel. Naturally Jesus ' 
spiritual e mphasis was too othe r ·- '\'torldly for their national 
interests . Jesus' so-called ne getive attitude to life was not 
based on hi s bli ndness to the material bases of a culture ; but 
upon his conviction of the immediacy of t he coming Kingdom of 
God. His et hic became , then , an interim ethic , and lost con-
tact with practical affa irs, because in his min d they were no 
longer of e.ny importance . The memory of old- world persecut ion 
is fas ·t passing ; and ~rith no such conditions existing in America, 
t he persecution argument loses its force, too . 
Christology is theonly serious factor which alienates the 
Jew, after these others have bean i nvalidated. The Church, 
here , has a real obligation to re - state its theolosy in a more 
liberal vein • . 
There remains , then, . t h e cultural and traditional separa-
tion between t h e two faith s . This can soon be erased by a 
ming ling of Jev-rs and Christians in many of the activities of 
the c ommu ni ties in which they live side by side . 
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The inYe stigation brings us to see that many prominent 
Jewish leaders envision and anticipate a far closer cooper a -
tion be t'lt;aen Christianity and J udaism in the future . 'Wh.i le 
a fa '\•! seam wi 11111{?; to unite undar one roof, most liberal Jews 
see in the future only a close mutual relationship--a 'iltalking 
hand- in -hand : not an actual coalescence . The conclusion of 
this part of the study is t hat or gan i zational unity is now 
far beyond t he horizon, if it ever arrives . From t he point 
o f vie w of such Je"Vrish leaders , it will depend upon the 
Church 's rethinki ng and restatement of its Christology . We 
are movin r: int o an era in which possible closer cooperat ion 
be~ween the t wo bodies may dispe l antagonism, suspicion, and 
pr ejudice . The two groups --liberal Christian ity and l iberal 
Judaism--may travel in as close harmony as exi sts between the 
d i fferent denominations of Christianity . 
APPEtTDIX' 
After the completion of t h EJ above dissertation , a fresh 
bit of information came to the i~iter from Rabbi Abraham J . 
Klausner of Te mple Israel, Bost,on , 1'-fassachusetts . He criticizes 
all reference made ot Joseph Kl ausner as e:n "Orthodox" Je'\<r; and 
declares tha t moder11 Jevrs re jec1; Klausner as being representa-
tive of any phase of Judaism. Rather, he insists , _ Klausner is 
a secularist . The basis of the references made in the disserta-
t ion is a quotation which Danby takes from The Je-vrish \vorld , of 
Dece mber 30 , 1925, \-Thich reads as follows : 
For the fir s t time in nineteen hundred years a-
rabbinical Jew discusses t he life of Jesus without 
prejudice ••• He does not propose that the Jews 
should accept Jesus as Christ , but • • • that they 
should accept him as a great ethical ·personality. 
The evolutionary character of t his proposal can . 
only be understood and appreciated when one realizes 
that it '\'Tas made in Jer usalem ·by the foremost Ortho-
dox Jev1ish scholar of our time - after that innumerable 
Jewish generations had1como and gone without pronounc-i ng the nama of Jesus. 
JTha opinion expressed as t() Klausner in the above quota'"-
tion i s concurr ed in by Rabbi l~orri s Goldstein and Rabbi Harry 
Richmond, both of whom, i n 1950, gave Klaus ner a s the chief· 
representative of Orthodoxy in t he l i terary ~orld. 
There is some -difficulty in classifying Je'\'rish schoiars 
due to the compl exity of Jewish organization . The Boston Rabb~s 
comment on the non - orthodox. char acter of Joseph Klausner ' s work 
should be given serious con sideration . 
1 . Danby, J C, 110. 
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